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ABSTRACT
To supplement current and future budget shortfalls for improvements to water and
wastewater infrastructure, Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs or P3) are being advocated by the
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) and others as a practical mechanism to ensure
financial sustainability. A PPP involves a partnership between a government entity and a
concessionaire—consisting of one or more private companies acting as a single, private
incorporation—who make an agreement on funding, building, and operating a usually
government-provided service, such as drinking water and wastewater infrastructure. This is
different from a traditional contract between a government entity and a contractor because
the concessionaire remains responsible for the operation of the project during the entire
concession life.
A financial model that can be used to input costs and activities for water and
wastewater infrastructure projects will be described. This model was developed as part of this
thesis as an adaptation of the financial model for PPP projects in Roads and Highways by the
World Bank Group (WBG). This financial model can be used by practitioners, government
agencies, and decision makers to estimate key financial indicators that are essential to assess
the feasibility of private investors’ involvement in a water or wastewater project. The input for
the software consists of key parameters that can be easily changed (e.g., construction,
operation, and maintenance costs, equity and subsidies, inflation and interest rates, tax rates,
concession life, and estimated rate of water consumption). The output of the software is
ii

project financial indicators (e.g., internal rate of return (IRR), return on equity (ROE), annual
debt service cover ratio (ADSCR)) and the contribution amount from the public sector, if
required to keep water consumption or wastewater discharge fees at affordable levels. Case
studies will be presented to show under which conditions projects can be financially successful
as a PPP. For example, increasing the public agency’s investment subsidies enables the
decrease of the water consumption fee and the increase of ROE, making a PPP water treatment
and distribution project more attractive to consumers and private investors.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Drinking water and wastewater infrastructure in the United States received a D grade in
the most recent American Society of Civil Engineers’ (ASCE) Infrastructure Report Card (ASCE
2013). The Infrastructure Report Card stresses that America’s water and wastewater
infrastructure systems have an estimated investment need gap of at least $84 billion extending
to the year 2020. ASCE’s infographics for “The Failure to Act: The Economic Impact of Current
Investment Trends in Water and Wastewater Treatment Infrastructure” (2011b) suggests that
the investment need is for upgrading and replacing old treatment plants, repairing drinking
water and wastewater pipes, and modifying wastewater treatment plants to prevent untreated
sewage overloads from overflowing into nearby waterways. These aging facilities, like leaking
pipes that daily lose an estimated 7 billion gallons of clean drinking water, are near the end of
their useful lives and are struggling to comply with existing and future federal water regulations
(ASCE 2009).
The Clean Water and Drinking Water Infrastructure Gap Analysis suggests that there is
no single correct number to describe the funding gap, only that the deficit will be great and will
occur if capital and operations and maintenance (O&M) spending and practices remain
unchanged or ignored (US EPA 2009). Also, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
declares that the financial gap largely disappears if municipalities increase clean water and
drinking water spending at a growth rate, over and above inflation rate, of three percent per
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year (2009). Public-private partnerships (PPPs) are strongly being advocated by ASCE as a
practical financing mechanism to supplement current and future budget shortfalls for capital
improvements on these important projects (2009).
Two major goals of this research are to adapt an existing PPP financial model (originally
developed for highways) to water projects and to create realistic PPP case studies for the water
and wastewater sectors for multiple cities encompassing a broad range of water and
wastewater treatment and distribution system conditions. A PPP involves a partnership
between a government entity and a concessionaire. Usually the concessionaire is a consortium
consisting of several private companies acting as a single, private corporation. These companies
make an agreement together on funding, building and operating a usually governmentprovided service like water or wastewater infrastructure.
A PPP toolkit, The Toolkit for Public-Private Partnerships in Roads & Highways (from
here on referred to as the Toolkit), has been developed and used by the World Bank Group
(WBG) specifically for highway projects (PPIAF 2009a). The Toolkit discusses that likely financial
viability and fiscal support is criteria that must be met for PPP project selection (PPIAF 2009c).
Economic, traffic and cost data can be used for preliminary screening during PPP project
selection with the help of the graphical financial model included in the Toolkit (PPIAF 2009c).
Specifically, the financial model has been used at a workshop on PPPs in roads and highways in
Vietnam to introduce essential planning principles to local road officials (Gerochi 2011). PPP
planning and development concepts were presented through case studies with the financial
model to provide hands-on training on the basics of PPP project finance, which helped
participants better understand the key parameters that affect the financial viability of a PPP
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highway project (Gerochi 2011). Similar workshops using the financial model have been
conducted by the World Bank in countries such as Russia, Brazil, Ukraine and India (WBG 2013).
Also, the financial model has been used in a sensitivity analysis study completed by Nevena
Vajdic, Goran Mladenovic and Cesar Queiroz titled “Estimating minimum toll rates in publicprivate partnerships” (2012).
This thesis modifies the financial model of the Toolkit and removes references to
highway projects and changes them to items relevant for water and wastewater treatment
projects. Existing water usage and wastewater discharge data for the construction and O&M of
a water treatment plant in Corinth, MS and a wastewater treatment plant in Greenwood, MS
were obtained to ensure that key parameters—costs and activities—are realistic for input. Data
used for input into both projects were listed in the Financial Capability Summary (FCS) of their
Facilities Plans. The input for the software consists of key parameters that can be easily
changed, such as construction and O&M costs, equity and subsidies, inflation and interest rates,
tax rates, concession life, and estimated rate of water consumption or wastewater discharge.
The output of the software consists of project financial indicators, such as financial
internal rate of return (IRR), annual debt service cover ratio (ADSCR), and the contribution
amount from the public sector, if required to keep user fees at affordable levels. For example,
increasing the public agency’s investment subsidies to the project capital expenditures will
enable the concessionaire to decrease the water consumption or wastewater discharge fee.
This makes a PPP water project more attractive to consumers, while keeping unaltered
indicators such as equity IRR and ADSCR.
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Therefore, decision makers for water policy (e.g., Delta Regional Authority Board) may
use this financial model as a guiding software that can be used by practitioners and government
agencies to input costs and activities for water or wastewater infrastructure projects, helping
estimate key financial indicators to assess the feasibility of the project. As a result, projects can
be screened so that projects deemed to be financially sound can be proposed as PPP projects,
with a high likelihood of attracting private investors.
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2.
2.1

BACKGROUND

Attraction of Public-Private Partnerships to Private Investors

Why is private participation in water infrastructure beneficial? Private participation
gives variation of capital investment. It appropriately and efficiently shares risk with the public
sector. Also, private participation provides more ways to deliver infrastructure services under
public sector budgetary constraints. The public sector agency in the partnership should comply
with notification procedures for payment of fees, monitor service provided and approve bill
rates. In return, the private sector provides high-quality and efficient management, O&M, and
capital for water or wastewater infrastructure. The concessionaire will need reasonable
assurance that it will be able to financially comply with its responsibilities and still consistently
maintain profit surpassing the minimum acceptable rate of return (MARR), so the concession
agreement will need to include reasonable safeguards for risk protection (WBG 2011). Inflation
risks for PPPs in the water and wastewater sector are mitigated through bill (or tariff)
adjustment rules. Cross-subsidization should be kept at a reasonable level.
2.2

Practice of Water Provision and Wastewater Discharge in the State of Mississippi
Customers receiving public water supply or discharging wastewater are divided into

three categories or classes. Class 1 represents residential households or connections inside of a
city. Class 2 represents businesses or connections outside of a city. Class 3 represents industries
or major connections (e.g. larger public institutions). Bill payments are lowest for households
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and highest for industrial owners, resulting in cross-subsidization (Cook Coggin Engineers
2008b, Neel-Schaffer Inc. 2011a). Likewise, the concessionaire or operator in a PPP project may
choose to employ special programs for poor communities. In some cases, operators have
arranged for a group of homeowners in these communities to pool their water usage or
wastewater discharge and bill payments. As the private sector initially invests in a PPP project
with equity and loans (or debt), annual revenues received from bill payments by users will
cover annual O&M expenditures over the life of the concession agreement and annual debt
services over the life of the loan agreements (WBG 2011).
Clive Harris, PPP Manager of the WBG says, “the real issue for public-private partnership
is not public infrastructure versus private infrastructure. It is simpler: the issue is less
infrastructure versus more” (Queiroz 2011). As a city grows in population and a private
company is looking to develop land for profit, a water and wastewater connection line will need
to be connected to newly built facilities. However, before the land is selected and water and
wastewater infrastructure is built, the public sector and private sector have the opportunity to
partner and plan for further population growth toward newly built facilities, and therefore,
economic growth. In preparation for building a new facility, aged water and wastewater
infrastructure, where businesses are already located, could be rehabilitated along with
construction of additional lines toward the private company’s facility. Simply partnering and
planning project logistics early between the private sector and public sector can alleviate the
financial gap of needed water and wastewater infrastructure. Due to current businesses
present along rehabilitated water and wastewater lines and additional space available for more
businesses, guaranteed return rates are more promising to both the public and private sector.
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The scenario above occurs in areas of the state of Mississippi, which, according to ASCE’s
Report Card for America’s Infrastructure (2008), has a need for rehabilitation and increase in
supply of drinking water infrastructure at a cost of $1.65 billion over the next 20 years. Also,
according to ASCE’s Mississippi Infrastructure Report Card (2012), an estimated need of $2.1
billion over the next 20 years is required in order to provide adequate wastewater
infrastructure for proper collection and treatment.
2.3

Water and Wastewater Treatment as Part of the Infrastructure Chain

Well-maintained public drinking water and wastewater infrastructure is critical for
public health, businesses, and clean water sources, such as rivers and underground aquifers
(ASCE 2011a). When planning project logistics with respect to water and wastewater
infrastructure, state and federal laws must be carefully considered as treatment and design
regulations together will drive up the initial cost of a project.
Public Law (PL) 92-500 requires that cities and industries provide secondary treatment,
usually using biological processes and settling for soluble 5-day biological oxygen demand
(BOD 5 ) and total suspended solid (TSS) removal, before discharging wastewater into natural
water bodies such as rivers or streams (Davis and Masten 2009). In PL 92-500, Congress also
mandated that the EPA establish the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit program. The NPDES program regulates point sources, such as a municipal wastewater
treatment plants’ pipe outlet, that discharge pollutants into surface waters of the United States
by the requirement of an authorized permit (US EPA 2002). The NPDES permit certifies a
wastewater treatment plants’ compliance to protecting rivers or streams from water pollution.
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Downriver or downstream of the wastewater discharge, a municipal water treatment
plant may build and operate a collection system in order to
provide clean drinking water to a nearby city. According to
the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) 1996 Amendments, a
public water system (PWS) is considered so, if a system
provides water for human consumption through pipes or
other constructed conveyances to at least 15 service
connections, such as residential communities, or regularly
services at least 25 individuals, such as businesses (US EPA
2012b). Current national primary drinking water regulations
(NPDWRs) set by the EPA require certain contaminants,
such as toxic and unhealthy chemicals and microbes, to be
zero or almost negligible based on the levels that protect
human health and that water systems can achieve using the
best available technology (US EPA 2012a, US EPA 2012c).

Figure 2-1: Typical wastewater
degrees of treatment (Davis
and Masten 2009)

2.3.1 Wastewater Treatment
A typical wastewater treatment process has three main degrees of treatment (Davis and
Masten 2009). These three degrees, depicted in Figure 2-1, consist of primary, secondary and
advanced treatment for a municipality’s raw sewage. Pretreatment includes a bar rack, grit
8

chamber, and equalization basin structures (Davis and Masten 2009). All of the listed
pretreatment structures are purposely equipped to protect the primary settling tank, which is
designed to allow raw sewage pollutants to either settle or float for ease of removal. Secondary
treatment follows in line to remove soluble BOD 5 that escapes primary treatment and to
provide added removal of suspended solids (Davis and Masten 2009). Tertiary treatment, also
known as advanced wastewater treatment (AWT), is used if effluent from secondary treatment
is still in need of further purification. AWT can include chemical treatment and filtration of
wastewater, much like the process of a water treatment plant (Davis and Masten 2009). Finally,
the effluent from the tertiary treatment exits the wastewater treatment plant by way of a
discharge pipe into a nearby river or stream.
2.3.2 Water Treatment
A municipal water treatment plant may collect surface water as a source of providing
clean drinking water to a nearby city. The process for cleaning a municipality’s drinking water
will follow a process as illustrated in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2: Diagram of a municipal drinking water treatment system (PASCO 2006)
Water collected from a surface water source may flow through bar screens in order to capture
all large contaminants before the water influent enters the next stages of purification. A
coagulant, such as aluminum sulfate, is added to the water, mixed while flowing through the
flocculation basin into the sedimentation basin. The mixed coagulant causes the solid particles
to flocculate, or clump together, and sink to the bottom of the sedimentation basin (SCVWD
2013). The solid clumped particles are removed periodically through a sludge discharge pipe
connected to the bottom surface of the sedimentation basin (SCVWD 2013). Effluent water
from the sedimentation basin enters into a phase of chemical treatment and filtration. A
filtration system tank may include layers of sand and coal (e.g. granular activated carbon) to
capture tiny particles of contamination as small as one micron (SCVWD 2013). The effluent
water from the filtration system may be stored in a holding reservoir, such as a water tower.
The last step of a water treatment plant process is known as final disinfection or secondary
disinfection (SCVWD 2013). Chlorine and chloramine are two types of disinfectants working
together that may be injected into the effluent drinking water to kill any bacteria or viruses that
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may be present in the pipes from the municipal water treatment plant to the water users’ tap
(SCVWD 2013).
2.4

Revenue and Non-Revenue Water

The total water volume, paid for by all connected users monthly to the municipality’s
water operator or owner, that exits the users’ tap is referred to as revenue water. Non-revenue
water (NRW) is the difference between the volume of water entering into a municipality’s
distribution system and the volume that is actually billed to water user customers (PPIAF 2013).
NRW typically occurs due to aging of water infrastructure, where pipes are broken and are
leaking a percent volume of water. According to the Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory
Facility (PPIAF), this type of NRW is caused by poor Operation, Maintenance and Replacement
(OM&R) and lack of active pipe-leakage detection (2013). Other types of NRW come from aged
water user meters, data handling errors, illegal water user connections, and theft (PPIAF 2013).
Accounted for NRW includes a percentage of water volume used by firefighters and water used
by municipality utilities for operational purposes (PPIAF 2013).
2.5

Uses of the Existing Toolkit for Roads and Highways

In order to evaluate revenues made by a water treatment plant from water usage fees
or by a wastewater treatment plant from wastewater discharge fees with the adapted financial
model for water or wastewater PPP projects, the Toolkit for PPP in Roads and Highways
developed by the PPIAF was reviewed in great detail. The purpose of the Toolkit for PPP in
Roads and Highways is to assist transport sector policy makers in low- and middle-income
countries in implementing procedures to promote private sector participation and financing in
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the development of their road and highway sector (PPIAF 2009c). This Toolkit helps
practitioners to understand PPPs because it defines step-by-step objectives and components, it
displays the public-private partnership framework better, and it presents “most applicable
practices.” The Toolkit includes PPP financial models in two versions, numerical and graphical.
The numerical model allows a PPP Highway project to undergo a more detailed financial
assessment. The graphical model allows the use of more simplified project data and displays
formatted cash flow charts and line graphs, rather than tabulated financial data, to help
familiarize non-financial experts with the basics of project finance and financial simulation
(PPIAF 2009c).
2.5.1 Components and Functions of the Graphical Financial Model
The model used for financial simulation of highway PPP projects is a Microsoft Excel file
containing five worksheets titled: Data, Cash Flow, Debt, Dividend, and Results. These five
worksheets will be discussed in this section. The Data worksheet displays a summary of project
assumptions for the project’s source of funds, traffic and tariff data, construction costs,
operation costs, and applicable economic data (Figure 2-3).
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Figure 2-3: Data worksheet for financial model of Highway PPP Project (PPIAF 2009a)
Also, a few of the key characteristics of the project, such as repayment of loan type, duration of
construction work, variable operation costs, and state discount rate may be changed using the
Data worksheet (Figure 2-3). The type of loan repayment can be adjusted in the solid white box
clicking the dropdown arrow and selecting the next dropdown line. The two options for loan
repayment in this model that may be selected are principal repayment plus interest (P+I)
constant and linear. A constant amount of principal (P) and interest (I) is repaid annually using
the P+I constant method, whereas in the linear option the same amount of capital is
reimbursed to the loan lender annually to cover the principal borrowed and the interest is
determined by the non-reimbursed capital annually (PPIAF 2009b).
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Duration of construction work can be changed from 1 to 5 years by selecting the up and
down arrows positioned to the right of the default value of 4 years (Figure 2-3). Positioned
beneath the total construction duration are the default values for annual distribution of
construction work, which may be modified by using the scrolling bars. The percentage of year 1
cannot be modified directly, however it will vary according to a total percent of 100 subtracted
by the summation of percentages selected for year 2 to year 5 (PPIAF 2009b) in the model. The
total Construction Cost reported in millions of United States dollars (MUSD) is set within Key
Parameters located on the Cash Flow, Debt, and Dividend worksheets. It is recorded in the Data
worksheet (Figure 2-3) to clarify the annual distribution of construction costs corresponding to
each year of work. In this financial model, the capitalized items are assumed to follow a straight
line depreciation method throughout the operating period. The corresponding number of years
for amortization is reported above operation costs as seen in Figure 2-3 (PPIAF 2009b). It can be
reduced to accelerate linear depreciation of the capital. Amortization is a special form of
depreciation for an intangible asset, whereas the amortization expense is a write-off of
expenses of the cost of an intangible asset over the period of its economic usefulness (Park
2011). Many intangible assets are specifically excluded from the definition of Section 197
Intangibles of the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993 and are amortized on a straight-line basis
over varying periods; one exclusion example out of several includes interests in a corporation or
partnership (Kiefer 2010). The maximum amortization period is calculated in the model by
subtracting the construction period from the Concession Life of the PPP Highway project. The
Concession Life is another Key Parameter located on the Cash Flow, Debt, and Dividend
worksheets.
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Similarly, annual Operation Cost is another Key Parameter or project assumption that is
recorded on the Data worksheet (Figure 2-3) as the fixed part, while the variable part may be
changed in this worksheet by selecting the up and down arrows. Both are paid during the
operation period of the PPP project and are indexed on inflation (PPIAF 2009b). Personnel
costs, administrative costs, safety and security costs, annual routine maintenance costs of
highway and equipment, and periodic maintenance costs are all included in the fixed part.
Additional costs due to the growth of traffic such as operation personnel and maintenance of a
tolling station are comprised as the variable part, which can vary from 0.1 to 5 USD per vehicle
(PPIAF 2009b). In Figure 2-3, the economic parameter, state discount rate, is used to calculate
the net present value of government cash flows received from corporate taxes paid by the
concessionaire, as well as any payments made by the government to the concessionaire (e.g.,
construction subsidies).
On the Cash Flow, Debt, and Dividends worksheets, the PPP project assumptions shown
in Figure 2-4 are able to be set and adjusted, according to the PPP highway project being
assessed to determine its financial viability, by use of Microsoft Excel’s Developer spin button
option.

Figure 2-4: Key Parameters for financial model of Highways PPP Project (PPIAF 2009a)
The spin buttons—up and down arrows—are referred to as assumption levers. These data
assumptions make up the bulk of the PPP Highway project’s Key Parameters needed for
financial assessment. The 14 Key Parameters for the PPP highway project, as seen in Figure 2-4,
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include construction, operation, traffic and tariff data, source of funds, and economic
parameters. The first Key Parameter listed in Figure 2-4 is the Concession Life, which is the
duration of the PPP highway project. The Construction Cost, Operation Cost, Initial Daily Traffic,
Traffic Growth, and Toll Rate are listed next. The Key Parameters needed for input to define the
source of funds and loan agreement factors are Investment Subsidies, Equity, Debt Maturity,
Interest Rate, and Grace Period. Inflation Rate, Corporate Tax Rate, and Value-Added Tax (VAT)
Rate are all economic parameters that directly affect cash flow of the PPP highway project for
the private company.
Every assumption lever for the 14 Key Parameters is set with a minimum and maximum
limit. Table 2-1 summarizes the minimum and maximum range for each Key Parameter.
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Table 2-1: Summary of Minimum, Maximum, and Increment Limits for each Key Parameter
(PPIAF 2009b)
Key Parameter

Minimum

Maximum

Increment

Concession Life

7 years

Construction Cost

5 million USD

100 years
5,000 million
USD

Operation Cost

1 million USD

500 million USD

0 vehicles per
day
0%
0.1 USD per
vehicle
0%
0%
Grace Period + 1
0%
Duration of
Construction
Work
0%
0%
0%

120,000 vehicles
per day
10%
100 USD per
vehicle
100%
100%
Concession Life
25%

1 year
5 million USDa
250 million USDb
1 million USDa
10 million USDb
100 vehicles per daya
2,000 vehicles per dayb
0.5%

Initial Daily Traffic
Traffic Growth
Toll Rate (VAT Included)
Investment Subsidies
Equity
Debt Maturity
Interest Rate
Grace Period
Inflation Rate
Corporate Tax Rate
VAT Rate

0.1 USD per vehicle
1%
1%
1 year
0.5%

8 years

1 year

50%
100%
100%

0.5%
1%
0.1%

a. Increments corresponding to the arrow key on the left for each Key Parameter (Construction Cost, Operation Cost,
and Initial Daily Traffic) shown in the table above and in Figure 2-4.
b. Increments corresponding to the arrow key on the right for each Key Parameter (Construction Cost, Operation Cost,
and Initial Daily Traffic) shown in the table above and in Figure 2-4.

The ranges listed in Table 2-1 for each Key Parameter have been limited for the purpose of
maintaining realistic values (PPIAF 2009b). Values for all Key Parameters cannot exceed the
minimum or maximum values recorded in Table 2-1. Concession Life is the duration of the PPP
highway project. During the life of the project, the Construction Cost and Operation Cost are
displayed in the Cash Flow worksheet graph (Figure 2-5) in units of a thousand of United States
dollars (1,000 x USD). After the total Construction Cost is entered as a Key Parameter, the
graphical model displays it as a negative cash flow with respect to the distribution of
construction work from the beginning of year 1 to the beginning of year 5. The up and down
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arrows on the right-hand side varies the Construction Cost value in steps of 250,000,000 USD,
while the left-hand side varies the value in steps of 5,000,000 USD. After the annual Operation
Cost is entered as a Key Parameter, the graphical model displays it as a difference from the
Revenues in the operating period beginning in year 5. Like the up and down arrows for the
Construction Cost values, the right-hand side varies the annual Operation Cost value in steps of
10,000,000 USD. The left-hand side varies the value in steps of 1,000,000 USD (PPIAF 2009b).
Similarly, Initial Daily Traffic values can be varied using the right-hand side arrows in
steps of 2,000 vehicles per day (vehicles/day), while the values changed with the left-hand side
arrows vary in steps of 100 vehicles/day. The data input for this Key Parameter corresponds to
the daily traffic of the first year of operation for a PPP highway project (PPIAF 2009b). The
Traffic Growth parameter is utilized to approximate the traffic forecasts during the project’s
Concession Life. The values vary at a step of 0.5 percent (%). The fee or tariff paid by vehicles
using the highway during the PPP project’s operation is called the Toll Rate. For each year
following the first year of operation, the Toll Rate is adjusted with the Inflation Rate, another
Key Parameter (PPIAF 2009b). The VAT Rate is equal to zero for PPP projects carried out in the
United States.
Key Parameters related to the source of funds include Investment Subsidies and Equity.
Investment Subsidies and Equity are defined in Section 2.5.3 and both percentage values can be
adjusted in steps of 1%. Debt Maturity, Interest Rate and Grace Period are key assumptions
that relate to the loan agreement. The loan is assumed to cover the debt total needed to
complete construction. The principal amount of the debt is equaled to 100% of the
Construction Cost subtracted by the sum of the Investment Subsidies and Equity capital. The
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Debt Maturity is equivalent to the Grace Period and repayment period of debt capital at an
Interest Rate specified by the user; its value cannot exceed the Concession Life (PPIAF 2009b).
The Interest Rate is a nominal rate, including inflation, which measures the cost of money
expressed as a percentage per period of time (Park 2011). The Key Parameter, Grace Period, is
the length of time during which repayment of the debt principal is deferred, and it must be
greater than or equal to the construction period for the PPP highway project (PPIAF 2009b).
Key assumptions associated with economic parameters are Inflation Rate, Corporate Tax
Rate, and VAT Rate. Inflation Rate is used to estimate the forecasts of revenues and operating
costs of the PPP highway project, and also to compute the financial indicator rates in real terms
(PPIAF 2009b). Inflation rate is defined as a loss in the purchasing power of money over time; in
other words, a dollar buys less of an item over time (Park 2011). Corporate Tax Rate relates to
the corporate tax paid by the private company (the concessionaire) on Revenues after
Operating Cost, amortization, and other financial costs are paid. VAT Rate is used to compute
the VAT paid out annually by the private partner from Revenues to the government (PPIAF
2009b). In the United States this Key Parameter is 0%.
The Cash Flow worksheet (Figure 2-5) is where all of the Key Parameters of the PPP
graphical financial model can be defined (PPIAF 2009b).
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Figure 2-5: Cash Flow worksheet for financial model of Highway PPP Project (PPIAF 2009a)
The graphical output of the cash flows beginning in year 1 and ending in year 20 is shown in
Figure 2-5, yet the model still calculates the cash flow over the entire Concession Life. Several
key parameter changes affect the project annual revenues. The annual revenues are shown in
the Cash flow sheet of the financial model as a solid red line, starting in year five (i.e., the first
year of operation, following the four-year construction period). In Figure 2-5, Equity, Debt,
Subsidies and Interest during construction are all illustrated as solid teal, moss green, maroon
and yellow bars starting in year 1 and ending in year 4; each is shown as negative cash flow
because they make up the capital investment of the construction period for the PPP highway
project. Year 5 (the first year of operation) is the first year with annual Revenues. Figure 2-5
displays the repayment priority order with annual Revenues for the private company in the
following order: Operating costs, Taxes, Interests, Principal, Dividends, and Shareholder’s
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Account (PPIAF 2009b). Operating costs is displayed as a solid mint green bar, Taxes a solid
maroon bar, Interests a pale yellow bar, Principal a solid moss green bar, Dividends a solid light
blue bar, and Shareholder’s account a solid blue bar. When the debt service cannot be covered
by the net capital in the Shareholder’s account, the shareholders must fill the gap and Figure
2-5 displays the solid blue bar as a negative cash flow (PPIAF 2009b). Once all Key Parameters
are established and entered as a project assumption into the Cash Flow worksheet (Figure 2-5),
the graphical cash flow model will operate accordingly and calculate an output of each financial
Project Indicator.
The key Project Indicators computed by the financial model are Project and Equity
Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Annual Debt Service Coverage Ratio (ADSCR) and Loan Life
Coverage Ratio (LLCR), and Present Value (PV) for the public agency. The Project Indicators are
displayed at the top of the Cash Flow, Debt and Dividends worksheet as seen in Figure 2-6.

Figure 2-6: Project Indicators for financial model of Highways PPP Project (PPIAF 2009a)
Each Project Indicator of the financial model is discussed in detail following Figure 2-7 and
Figure 2-8. The first four key Project Indicators listed in Figure 2-6 help a private investor to
assess the viability of a PPP highway project. Project IRR (real/year50) is the financial internal
rate of return (IRR) of the project calculated in real terms at the end of year 50, the last year of
the Concession Life. Equity IRR (real/year50) is IRR of the shareholder’s equity in real terms at
the end of year 50. ADSCR (min) is the minimum ratio calculated to ensure that the annual debt
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service will be covered over the entire period of debt repayment. The LLCR (min) is the
minimum ratio calculated to ensure that the loan repayment will be covered until the Debt
Maturity (or loan life). PV (VAT + Tax - Subsidies) is the calculated present value of capital
received over the entire Concession Life by the public sector, minus any subsidy or payment
made by the public sector. The PV is calculated using Equation 2.1.
𝑃𝑉 = �

𝑉𝑖
(1 + 𝑟)𝑖

Equation 2.1

In Equation 2.1, r is the state discount rate in nominal terms as seen in the list of Economic
parameters in Figure 2-3. V i represents the subsidies paid by the government during the
construction period and the tax and VAT recovered by the government at year i of the
operation period. If PV is negative it means that the PPP highway project is giving a negative
cash flow to the government. If PV is positive it means the public sector recuperates capital
from the PPP highway project, because of the money injection from corporate taxes paid back
to the government over the project’s Concession Life.
The Debt worksheet, seen in Figure 2-7, shows the graphical financial model output of
cash flows beginning in year 1 and ending in year 20 of the Principal and Interests paid based on
the inputs for each Key Parameter of a Highway PPP project.
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Figure 2-7: Debt worksheet for financial model of Highway PPP Project (PPIAF 2009a)
The solid pink line starting in year five, as shown in Figure 2-7, represents the annual debt
service coverage ratio (ADSCR). ADSCR i is the measure of the project’s ability to cover the debt
service at year i using Equation 2.2.
𝐴𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑅𝑖 =

𝐶𝐵𝐷𝑆𝑖
𝐷𝑆𝑖

Equation 2.2

In Equation 2.2, CBDS i is the net cash flow before debt service at year i (i.e. the amount of cash
remaining in the project company after operating costs and taxes have been paid). DS i is the
debt service remaining at year i (principal and interests). Principal and interests are both shown
in Figure 2-7 as solid moss green bars and solid pale yellow bars, starting in year five (i.e. the
first year of debt service payments, following the four-year grace period). The ADSCR should
usually be greater than 1.2, which means a 20 percent margin for the concessionaire to repay
the debt. A financial indicator highly correlated with the ADSCR is the LLCR, shown in Figure 2-7
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as a solid light blue line starting in year five. For any one operating year, the LLCR indicates
capacity for the concessionaire to bear a shortfall of cash. This shortfall can happen due to
discrepancies in the assumptions taken into account in the model, only while maintaining its
debt service to the end of the debt (PPIAF 2009c). The LLCR i at year i is calculated using
Equation 2.3:
𝐿𝐿𝐶𝑅𝑖 =

𝑁𝑃𝑉 (𝐶𝐵𝐷𝑆𝑖→𝑒𝑛𝑑 )
𝐷𝑆𝑖→𝑒𝑛𝑑

Equation 2.3

In Equation 2.3, NPV (CBDS i-end ) is the net present value of the cash flow before debt service
from year i to the end of the debt repayment period (net present value is used to neutralize the
effects of inflation). DS i-end is the total of debt service remaining at year i (principal and
interests). Like the ADSCR, the LLCR should also be greater than 1.2 percent. The ADSCR and
LLCR are used by the loan lenders to check project capacity to repay debt in adverse risk
scenarios, including if revenues are below forecasted levels (PPIAF 2009b).
Similar to the Debt worksheet, the Dividends worksheet, seen in Figure 2-8, shows the
graphical financial model output of cash flows beginning in year 1 and ending in year 20 of the
Dividends and Equity based on the inputs for each Key Parameter of a Highway PPP project.
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Figure 2-8: Dividends worksheet for financial model of Highway PPP Project (PPIAF 2009a)
The Project Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is represented in Figure 2-8 as a solid light blue line
beginning in year five. Project IRR can be interpreted as the weighted average cost of capital
between the debt interest rate and the equity internal rate of return. Equation 2.4 is used for
calculating the Project IRR:
�

𝑅𝑖 − 𝐼𝑖 − 𝐶𝑖
=0
(1 + 𝑟)𝑖

Equation 2.4

The Project IRR is represented by r in Equation 2.4. R i is the operating revenue at year i. I i is the
amount of investment at year i. C i is the operating cost at year i. The project is considered to be
financially viable when r is above a benchmark rate of return with respect to the country, sector
and project characteristics (PPIAF 2009c). In the United States, 4 percent is probably a
reasonable project yield in comparison with the current prevailing rates (e.g. bank deposit rates
and inflation rate). The left side of Equation 2.4 is the formula to compute the project’s net
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present value (NPV). Consequently, the project IRR is the discount rate that forces a project’s
NPV to equal zero.
The Equity IRR of a PPP project (or return on equity – ROE) represents the yield of the
project for the shareholders through the remuneration of their investment with dividends
(PPIAF 2009c). The solid purple line starting in year one, as seen in Figure 2-8, depicts the Equity
IRR. Equation 2.5 can be used to calculate the Equity IRR.
�

𝐷𝑖 − 𝐼𝑖
=0
(1 + 𝑟)𝑖

Equation 2.5

The Equity IRR is represented by r in Equation 2.5, like the Project IRR. D i is the dividend at year
i. By definition, dividend is the return on an investment in stock for the shareholders of the PPP
project. The dividends of the PPP project are shown in Figure 2-8 as solid light blue bars starting
in year five. These bars represent positive cash flow in the first year of operation. I i is the
amount invested by the project’s shareholders—equity—at year i. The equity is shown in Figure
2-8 as solid orange bars, starting in year one and ending in year four (i.e. the four-year
construction period). These bars display negative cash flow during the construction period of
the PPP project.
The project is profitable for the shareholders when r is high. Generally, a minimum
expected Equity IRR in real terms within the United States is greater than 1 percent. However,
investors usually expect a higher Equity IRR. The Equity IRR should also be higher than the
interest rate. Therefore the IRR is set by a country’s market discount rate. Typically discount
rates range between 10 to 12 percent in developing countries and 4 to 6 percent in developed
countries.
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The Equity IRR for the Highway PPP project is shown in Figure 2-6 . This value was
calculated by using Equation 2.5, which is a similar version of the present-worth factor equation
discussed by Park (2011). Other variables including D i and I i are calculated at every year i
throughout the Concession Life in the financial model after the Key Parameters have been
selected. While the net present value (NPV) of the equation is forced to zero and the other cash
flow variables are known, the Equity IRR is computed simultaneously in the financial model. An
example NPV profile using Equation 2.5 is presented in Figure 2-9 for the Highway PPP Project.

Figure 2-9: NPV (in Million USD) of project dividends and shareholder's equity versus discount
rate for the financial model example of a Highway PPP Project
Figure 2-9 shows the graphical relationship with the Equity IRR curve when plotting NPV of
shareholder’s equity and project dividends along the y-axis versus discount rate along the xaxis. The discount rate is the shareholder’s cost of capital. The critical point of the NPV curve is
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shown as a solid red point on the x-axis, which represents the discount rate that forces the NPV
of shareholder’s equity and project dividends to equal zero.
The Results worksheet (Figure 2-10) displays the summary of the main assumptions and
the results.

Figure 2-10: Results worksheet for financial model of Highway PPP Project (PPIAF 2009a)
Figure 2-10 displays all of the Key Parameters (Figure 2-4) specified by values selected as input
for the financial model and the Project Indicators (Figure 2-6) or outputs based on data entry.
The Results worksheet allows a private investor to view a summary of tabulated assumptions
and results including general project period data, a financial structure, highway user data, a
financing plan, financial ratios, return to shareholders, and a net financial balance for the public
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authority participating in the Highway PPP project. This worksheet summarizes all other PPP
financial model worksheets as seen in Figure 2-3, Figure 2-5, Figure 2-7, and Figure 2-8.
2.5.2 Public-Private Partnership for Water or Wastewater Infrastructure
Typically, a PPP project for water or wastewater infrastructure includes a concession
contract between a public agency, such as a municipality or its water department, and a private
firm of consortium as seen in Figure 2-11.

Figure 2-11: PPP Structure for water treatment infrastructure (South Africa National Treasury
2001)
The concession contract gives the concessionaire or operator responsibility not only for O&M of
assets, such as an existing water utility, but also for financing and managing all required
investments. The concession’s main focus is delivery of water for an existing water utility or
discharge in accordance with performance standards (WBG 2011). The delivery of water is
illustrated in Figure 2-11 by services from the treatment plant to users. The concession contract
or agreement should allocate risk efficiently between the public and private sectors. It should
include the required quality of service, and provide guidelines for addressing changes
throughout the agreement term.
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Usually a concessionaire will finance a PPP project for water or wastewater
infrastructure through equity and loans. The concessionaire’s relationship with the government
and lenders is depicted in Figure 2-11 and Figure 2-12. The concession agreement gives the
responsibility of an existing water or wastewater utility to the concessionaire, with
performance standards defined by the public sector.

Figure 2-12: PPP Concessionaire Relationships
A loan is provided to the concessionaire, through a loan agreement, by one or more lenders
where the concessionaire will pay back a principal amount plus interest annually.
2.5.3 Public-Private Partnership Special Purpose Vehicle
The creation of a separate commercial venture called a Special Purpose/Project Vehicle
(SPV) is a key feature of most PPPs. The SPV is a legal entity that undertakes a project and
negotiates contract agreements with the government and other parties. An SPV is also the
preferred mode of PPP project implementation in limited or non-recourse situations, where the
lenders rely on the project’s cash flow and security over its assets as the only means to repay
debts (UNESCAP 2011).
The capital structure of a SPV (concessionaire) for a PPP water or wastewater
infrastructure project (or in other sectors) includes equity, loans and, in some cases, subsidies
from the government, as seen in Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-13: Concessionaire Special Purpose Vehicle Capital Structure
The total percent sum of investment subsidies, debt (credit or loan), and equity is 100 percent.
Equity is the amount of capital that the concessionaire invests into the project. Investment
subsidy is the capital granted to the project by the government agency. Ideally, a PPP would
have a subsidy amount of zero; however, in practice, there are cases where the government
may provide subsidies to keep the bill (tariff) rates at an affordable level for the users. Credit is
the amount of debt (or loan amount) obtained from lenders for a project. A minimum amount
of equity is usually required by the government agency (e.g., 15 percent minimal). The normal
range of equity across all commercial projects, whether PPP or solely private, is 20 percent to
40 percent with a usual figure of 25 percent to 30 percent as commercial bankers and public
authorities take comfort from the borrower investing considerable amounts of their own
money before borrowing (PPIAF 2009c).
The amount of equity depends upon: the maximum amount of debt sustainable by the
project, given the income flow and risk profile (debt service has to be covered by project
income even in cases where risks materialize), and the return rate expected by investors (PPIAF
2009c). The debt service is the interest payment of the loan and the repayment of the principal
amount (capital). The return on equity (ROE) measures the rate of return on the stockholders’
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investment without risk being considered (Brigham and Houston 2009). It is influenced by how
the concessionaire chooses to invest into the PPP project with equity and loan.
Leverage is related to debt amount. More loans equal more leverage. Concessionaire (or
SPV) stockholders tend to want more leverage because it can increase their expected earnings
(Brigham and Houston 2009). A leverage ratio (or debt to equity ratio) of 1:1 indicates that the
lender and the concessionaire are bearing the same degree of risk, which was the case for all
PPP project scenarios studied in a PPIAF toolkit (SBDC 2012). Lenders prefer low debt ratios
because a greater cushion is provided against lender losses in the event where the concession
agreement is broken (Brigham and Houston 2009). High financial leverage or debt to equity
ratio may flag possible difficulty in paying interest and principal.
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3.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was primarily conducted at the University of Mississippi School of Engineering
Department with a mobile computer using Microsoft Excel software. The financial model for
PPP projects in roads and highways described in Section 2.5.1 was adapted for PPP projects in
water and wastewater. Then, these financial models were assessed using case studies for both
water and wastewater infrastructure projects to create a total of 96 PPP case scenarios. An
additional 15 PPP case scenarios corresponding to the water infrastructure project were
created for supplementary assessment. The case studies are explained briefly in Table 3-1 and
in their Facilities Plan detailing all relationships and logistics involved in both the water and
wastewater infrastructure improvement projects, which both are funded through Revolving
Loan Fund Programs.
A Facilities Plan summarizes a proposed water or wastewater infrastructure project,
cost estimates and financial capabilities. This is required by the Mississippi State Department of
Health (MSDH) Drinking Water System Improvement Revolving Loan Fund (DWSIRLF) Program
or Water Pollution Control Revolving Loan Fund (WPCRLF) Program when seeking funding for a
water or wastewater infrastructure project.
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Table 3-1: Case Study Summary for Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Projects (Cook
Coggin Engineers, Inc. 2008b, Neel-Schaffer Inc. 2011a)
Date of
Case Facilities
no.
Plan
Submittal

Loan Program

Loan Recipient

Infrastructure
Project
Construction of
10 MGD Water
Treatment
Plant
Wastewater
Treatment
Plant

1

Mar-08

DWSIRLF

City of Corinth
Utility
Commission
(Phase 1 Project)

2

Apr-11

WPCRLF

City of
Greenwood

Table 3-1 lists both case studies in tabular form. The case numbers were assigned according to
the financial data received first. The dates of submittal for both Facilities Plans were
documented by the engineering firms for the loan recipient. The loan recipient is the private
company, or concessionaire, for both case studies, as seen in Figure 2-11, who also fund the
water or wastewater infrastructure project.
3.1

Description of the Water Infrastructure Project—Case Study 1

The Facilities Plan submitted by the City of Corinth Utility Commission in February 2008
detailed the need, purpose, and timeline for the construction project of a high service pump
and a distribution system of raw surface water from the Tennessee/Tombigbee Waterway, a
water treatment plant operating 10 million gallons per day (MGD) of water, and a water
transport system from the water treatment plant to the City of Corinth distribution system (CCE
2008a). Surface water supply was recommended by Cook Coggin Engineers, Inc. (CCE) in
response to the rapid drop of the static water level of the current water supply, the Paleozoic
aquifer, and the expected growth in water demand due to Corinth’s population projections
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(2008a). After submittal of the Facilities Plan, City of Corinth Utility Commission received
funding through the DWSIRLF Program and began construction in January 2011 (See Figure
3-1).

Figure 3-1: Construction phase of Corinth’s water treatment plant (J. K. Bethay, photo,
January 2011)
Construction of the water treatment plant and a pumping system of raw surface water
from the Tennessee/Tombigbee Waterway (source) is considered as Phase 1 in the Financial
Capability Summary (FCS) of the Facilities Plan. The FCS lists in detailed tables the Estimated
Construction Costs and Annual OM&R Costs, Funding Sources, Long-term Financing, Total
Estimated Annual Costs, User Charges, Sources of Funding for Annual Drinking Water Facilities
Costs, Annual Cost Per Household, and High Cost Comparison (CCE 2008b). Some of these FCS
tables provide the majority of real data needed for project assumptions to insert into the new
financial model (Section 3.2). The financial data listed in the FCS for Corinth’s water treatment
plant is only being used for the purpose of involving true monetary figures into the case study
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of using the financial model adapted for water infrastructure to assess PPP capital structure
variation.
3.2

Application of Public-Private Partnership Financial Graphical Model for the Water
Infrastructure Project—Case Study 1
Several DWSIRLF Program Facilities Plans including each DWSIRLF loan recipient’s FCS

was received, reviewed, and copied at the MSDH. For the City of Corinth, MS, data used for the
financial model’s Key Parameters were total estimated construction costs (total DWSIRLF loan
amount), total estimated annual OM&R costs, interest rate of DWSIRLF loan, debt maturity, and
proposed revenue of user charges for each class, as explained in Section 2.2 in relation to cross
subsidization.
The information was entered into the financial model’s list of Key Parameters by way of
changing assumption levers, which is depicted in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2: Key Parameters for financial model of Water Treatment Plant PPP Project
The assumption levers in Figure 3-2 are the up and down arrows. These levers (arrows) are set
using Excel “Format Control” to increase or decrease the parameter value according to a
realistic incremental step. Also, several of the Key Parameters for the financial model of
Highway PPP Projects (see Figure 2-4) were adapted to limits, units, and language fit to
measure cash flow with respect to water volume (i.e. Bill Rate and Initial Daily Water Usage),
rather than traffic volume, as seen in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2: Summary of Minimum, Maximum, and Increment Limits for each Key Parameter of
the financial model used for water infrastructure PPP projects
Key Parameter

Minimum

Maximum

Increment

Concession Life

7 years

100 years

Construction Cost

1 million USD

1 billion USD

Operation Cost

0.1 million USD

1 billion USD

Initial Daily Water Usage

100 m3 per day

3 million m3 per day

Water Usage Growth
Bill Rate
Investment Subsidies
Equity
Debt Maturity
Interest Rate

0%
0.1 USD per m3
0%
0%
Grace Period + 1
0%
Duration of
Construction Work
0%
0%
0%

10%
100 USD per m3
100%
100%
Concession Life
25%

1 year
0.1 million USDa
5 million USDb
0.1 million USDa
0.5 million USDb
100 m3 per daya
5,000 m3 per dayb
0.1%
0.01 USD per m3
1%
1%
1 year
0.1%

8 years

1 year

50%
100%
100%

0.1%
1%
0.1%

Grace Period
Inflation Rate
Corporate Tax Rate
VAT Rate

a. Increments corresponding to the arrow key on the left for each Key Parameter (Construction Cost, Operation Cost,
and Initial Daily Water Usage) shown in the table above and in Figure 3-2.
b. Increments corresponding to the arrow key on the right for each Key Parameter (Construction Cost, Operation Cost,
and Initial Daily Water Usage) shown in the table above and in Figure 3-2.

In the first column of Table 3-2, adaptations were made in language from Initial Daily Traffic to
Initial Daily Water Usage, Traffic Growth to Water Usage Growth, and Toll Rate to Bill Rate (see
Table 2-1 for comparison). Water Usage was chosen for the language adaptation due to the
connected users who will pay O&M costs for and benefit from the water utility of the PPP
project. Therefore, Initial Daily Water Usage corresponds to the daily water usage accounted
for in the first year of operation. This is much like vehicle users, accounted for in Traffic volume,
using and benefiting from a highway built and maintained as a PPP project.
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Language adapted from the Key Parameter, Toll Rate, used in highway PPP projects (see
Section 2.5.1 for more information) was Bill Rate due to connected users paying a monthly bill
to the water utility company for consumption. Because Toll Rate was measured in units of USD
per vehicle (USD/vehicle) and vehicle is the unit measure of the volumetric flow rate—traffic,
the financial model for water infrastructure was adapted with ease by using a volumetric flow
rate of water. Therefore, Bill Rate is measured in units of United States dollar per cubic meter
(USD/m3) of water flow. Similarly, Initial Daily Water Usage is measured in units of a thousand
of cubic meters per day (x 1,000 m3/day) versus units of vehicle per day. Due to the difference
in amplitude of cash flow for highway infrastructure versus water infrastructure, ranges and
increments for several Key Parameters were adapted to fit more realistic values for the water
sector.
The lower and upper limits of Construction Cost for water PPP projects have been
modified from what is seen in Table 2-1 to 1 million USD and 1 billion USD. Likewise, the lower
and upper limit of Operation Cost have been modified to 0.1 million USD and 1 billion USD. The
upper limit of Construction Cost and Operation Cost is set at a conservatively high number.
Also, increments of these two Key Parameters, varied by using the left and right arrow keys
shown in Figure 3-2, have been altered from what is seen in Table 2-1. The Construction Cost
parameter is varied with the left arrow key at an increment of 0.1 million USD and with the
right arrow key at an increment of 5 million USD. Similarly, the Operation Cost parameter is
varied with the left arrow key at an increment of 0.1 million USD and with the right arrow key
at an increment of 0.5 million USD. The lower and upper limit of Initial Daily Water Usage has
been modified to account for a minimum daily volume of 100 cubic meters per day (m3/day)
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and a maximum daily volume of 3 million m3/day; the increment limit set for the left arrow key
has been changed to 100 m3/day and 5,000 m3/day for the right arrow key.
Limits adapted for other Key Parameters listed in Table 3-2 only involved the
modification of one arrow key. The increment adjustment for Water Usage Growth (versus
Traffic Growth) was decreased to 0.1%. The lower and upper limit and increment for Bill Rate
(versus Toll Rate as seen in Table 2-1) was adapted to values of 0.1 USD per cubic meter
(USD/m3), 100 USD/m3, and 0.01 USD/m3. Increment limits for Interest Rate and Inflation Rate
parameters were both modified from a value of 0.5% to 0.1%.
In order to calculate the Initial Daily Water Usage and Bill Rate, the Proposed Revenue
of User Charges table in the FCS needed to be recreated in an Excel spreadsheet for ease of
further calculating these two Key Parameters (Table 3-3).
Table 3-3: Proposed Revenue of User Charges (CCE 2008b)
Average Bill

No. of
Users

Revenue

USD/mo.

User

USD/mo.

Class 1
16.60
Class 2
44.81
Class 3
1,535.15
Subtotal
ANNUAL TOTAL (Revenue Subtotal x 12)

5,642
1,083
40

User
Category

Average Use
x 1,000
gal/mo.
6.0
14.3
598.6

93,657.20
48,529.23
61,406.00
203,592.43 USD/mo.
2,443,109.16 USD

The Proposed Revenue of User Chargers in Table 3-3 provides a breakdown for each class of
average use in units of a thousand of gallon per month (x 1,000 gal/mo.), average bill in units of
USD per month (USD/mo.), number of users, and revenue in units of USD/mo. By taking the
summation of the average bill and number of users multiplied together for each class, the
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revenue subtotal (USD/mo.) is obtained. By multiplying this number by 12 months, the annual
total revenue is found to be 2,443,109.16 USD.
From each column of data listed in Table 3-3, the water usage—water consumption—
was calculated in m3/day for entry as a Key Parameter into the financial model as Initial Daily
Water Usage. Constructing Table 3-4 allowed for ease in computing the water consumption.
Table 3-4: Water Consumption
User
Category

Average
Use

No. of
Users

gal/userUser
mo.
Class 1
6,000
5,642
Class 2
14,300
1,083
Class 3
598,600
40
Initial Daily Water Usage

Initial Water Usage
gal/mo.
33,852,000
15,486,900
23,944,000

m3/mo.

m3/day

128,144
4,210
58,624
1,926
90,638
2,978
9,114 m3/day

Columns from Table 3-3 included in Table 3-4 are user category, average use and number of
users. In order to calculate Initial Daily Water Usage (m3/day), average use and number of users
were multiplied together for each class first. This resulted in an initial water usage for each class
in units of gal/mo. The unit conversion of 1 gal = 0.00378541 m3 was used to convert initial
water usage into units of m3/mo. Next, the unit conversion of 30.4368 day = 1 month was used
to transform initial water usage into units of m3/day and a summation was computed for the
classes. The Initial Daily Water Usage totaled to an amount of 9,114 m3/day.
Table 3-5 included all columns from Table 3-3 and quantified the weighted average unit
cost (WAUC) of water usage. The WAUC (USD/m3) was computed from creating Table 3-5 and it
was entered into the financial model for water infrastructure PPP projects as Bill Rate.
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Table 3-5: Weighted Average Unit Cost (WAUC) of Water Usages
User
Category
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3

Average
Use
gal/usermo.
6,000
14,300
598,600

Average
Bill

No. of
Users

USD/mo.

User

USD-user/gal

USD-user/m3

16.60
44.81
1,535.15

5,642
1,083
40

0.0027667
0.0031336
0.0025646

0.73088
0.82780
0.67749

Unit Cost

0.74608 USD/m3

WAUC

In order to calculate the unit cost of water usage, average bill was divided by average use in
Table 3-5 resulting in units of USD-user per gallon (USD-user/gal). The unit conversion of 1 gal =
0.00378541 m3 was used to convert unit cost into units of USD-user per cubic meter (USDuser/m3). Then, the weighted average was taken for the unit cost by multiplying the number of
users for each class to the unit cost (in USD-user/m3) and adding each product together to find
the numerator. The denominator was calculated by adding the total number of users together
for each class. The WAUC was determined by dividing the numerator by the denominator
resulting in an answer with units of USD/m3. To verify that the WAUC (Bill Rate) and the Initial
Daily Water Usage produced a similar total annual revenue as calculated in Table 3-3, further
calculations were performed.
The annual total revenue measured in units as USD per year (USD/year) was checked by
multiplying Initial Daily Water Usage, WAUC, and 365 days. The financial model’s Key
Parameters of Inflation Rate and Corporate Tax Rate were not found in either of the loan
recipient’s FCS. However, they were found in consumer price index news releases (Bureau of
Labor Statistics 2008, 2011) and corporate tax rate tables (KPMG Global 2013) for the specific
month and year of the awarded DWSIRLF loan and WPCRLF loan.
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3.3

Description of the Wastewater Infrastructure Project—Case Study 2

A Facilities Plan is also required by the MSDH WPCRLF Program when seeking funding
for a wastewater infrastructure project (see Table 3-1). The Facilities Plan including the FCS was
prepared by an engineering firm, Neel-Schaffer Inc. (NSI), under the authority of the City of
Greenwood, Mississippi. The City of Greenwood submitted the Facilities Plan in April 2011.
Much like the Facilities Plan belonging to the City of Corinth Utility Commission, it thoroughly
described the need, purpose, and timeline for the construction project of facility structures for
wastewater treatment, a laboratory with modern equipment, an electrical system, and an
emergency generator for backup power (NSI 2011d).
A new wastewater treatment plant was elected as a solution in response to the
primitive state of the City of Greenwood’s current facility. The current facility was constructed
in 1972, exceeding its 30-year design life, and is not able to treat wastewater in compliance to
the most recent NPDES permit issued in April 2011 (NSI 2011d). The prior NPDES permit, which
expired May 2010, specified nutrient limit values such as BOD 5 at 45 milligrams per liter (mg/L)
and TSS at 90 mg/L (see Section 2.3 for more information). Nutrient limits for dissolved oxygen
(DO) and ammonia had not been specified in previous NPDES permits issued, but now will have
a set allowable threshold for compliance (NSI 2011b). The City of Greenwood’s wastewater
treatment facility is in the planning phase, whereas the plant will be designed to handle lower
nutrient—pollution—limits. Estimated construction and annual operation costs of the new
wastewater treatment plant are documented in the FCS of the Facilities Plan.
In Case Study 1 and Case Study 2, the FCS documents were fashioned similarly with a
few minor differences (see Section 3.1 for further details). These differences include contrast of
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language usage for table titles and financial parameters related to the project type. The
headings, Long-term Financing and Sources of Funding for Annual Drinking Water Facilities
Cost, used in the FCS of Case Study 1 are replaced with New Debt Retirement and Sources of
Revenue. With consistency to the financial data utilized in the FCS of Case Study 1, financial
data listed in the FCS of Case Study 2 is only necessary for the purpose of using real monetary
figures as input parameters for the financial model adapted to assess the financial viability of
the PPP wastewater infrastructure project.
3.4

Application of Public-Private Partnership Financial Graphical Model for the Wastewater
Infrastructure Project—Case Study 2
A copy of the WPCRLF loan recipient’s FCS was received at NSI. For the City of

Greenwood, MS, data used for the financial model’s Key Parameters were similar to those used
in Case Study 1 (see Section 3.2) except for the total WPCRLF loan amount and interest rate.
Also, rather than using data from the proposed revenue of user charges for each class, existing
monthly rates of user charges for each class were defined. This is because the proposed
revenue for future years was determined to experience an annual shortfall of approximately 2.5
MUSD, thus requiring annual rate increases (NSI 2011d). Additionally, rate increases will be less
dramatic, because Mississippi Valley State University (MVSU) located west of Greenwood in Itta
Bena, will discharge its wastewater by way of connection lines to the wastewater treatment
plant. All classes, discussed further in Section 2.2, will undergo rate increases, offsetting total
wastewater discharge fees; to view more information on this subject matter, please see the
notated reference (NSI 2011d).
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Comparable to Case Study 1, data values from the FCS of Case Study 2 were entered
into the financial model’s list of Key Parameters simply by selecting the assumption levers seen
in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3: Key Parameters for financial model of Wastewater Treatment Plant PPP Project
Much like the levers (arrows) displayed in Figure 3-2, these are set using the Excel “Format
Control” with realistic incremental steps and limits. Also, many of the Key Parameters for the
financial model of Water Treatment Plant PPP Projects (see Figure 3-2) were adapted to
comparable limits, units, and language appropriate to measure cash flow with respect to
wastewater volume, such as Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge rather than Initial Daily Water
Usage discussed earlier in Section 3.2.
All of the limits, units, and language for the Key Parameters necessary to assess a PPP
wastewater infrastructure project using the adapted financial model are listed in Table 3-6.
Also, similar adaptations of language and units were made in Table 3-6 that are seen in Table
3-2, originally adapted from Key Parameters seen in Table 2-1, except with emphases on
wastewater discharge.
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Table 3-6: Summary of Minimum, Maximum, and Increment Limits for each Key Parameter of
the financial model used for wastewater infrastructure PPP projects
Key Parameter

Minimum

Maximum

Increment

Concession Life

7 years

100 years

Construction Cost

1 million USD

1 billion USD

Operation Cost

0.1 million USD

1 billion USD

100 m3 per day

3 million m3 per day

1 year
0.1 million USDa
5 million USDb
0.1 million USDa
0.5 million USDb
100 m3 per daya
5,000 m3 per dayb

0%

10%

0.1%

0.1 USD per m3
0%
0%
Grace Period + 1
0%
Duration of
Construction Work
0%
0%
0%

100 USD per m3
100%
100%
Concession Life
25%

0.01 USD per m3
1%
1%
1 year
0.1%

8 years

1 year

50%
100%
100%

0.1%
1%
0.1%

Initial Daily
Wastewater Discharge
Wastewater Discharge
Growth
Bill Rate
Investment Subsidies
Equity
Debt Maturity
Interest Rate
Grace Period
Inflation Rate
Corporate Tax Rate
VAT Rate

a. Increments corresponding to the arrow key on the left for each Key Parameter (Construction Cost, Operation
Cost, and Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge) shown in the table above and in Figure 3-3.
b. Increments corresponding to the arrow key on the right for each Key Parameter (Construction Cost, Operation
Cost, and Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge) shown in the table above and in Figure 3-2.

Because both facility projects discussed in Case Study 1 and Case Study 2 were adapted by using
the same core unit measure—volumetric flow rate of water, language was simply modified
from Initial Daily Water Usage to Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge and Water Usage Growth
to Wastewater Discharge Growth in Table 3-6. Wastewater Discharge was chosen for the
language revision due to the connected users who will pay O&M costs for and benefit from
discharging wastewater responsibly at the treatment facility of the PPP project. Similar to the
Key Parameter—Initial Daily Water Usage, referenced in Case Study 1, Initial Daily Wastewater
Discharge corresponds to the daily wastewater discharge accounted for in the first year of
operation; it is measured in units of a 1,000 m3/day. As for Bill Rate, which had been previously
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adapted in Table 3-2, language and units remained the same (see Section 3.2). Like the
connected users of a water utility company, connected users of a wastewater treatment plant
pay a monthly bill for discharge.
All minimum, maximum, and increment limits seen in Table 3-6 were adapted
simultaneously with limits seen in Table 3-2 of Case Study 1 from original values listed in Table
2-1 used in the financial model for a highway PPP project. To read about these limit adaptations
more thoroughly, please refer to Section 3.2 with respect to appropriate language usage of
Wastewater Discharge for Case Study 2. Therefore, the lower and upper limits, and incremental
values established for Initial Daily Water Usage in Case Study 1, also correspond to the limits set
for Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge in Case Study 2. This is also true between Water Usage
Growth in Case Study 1 and Wastewater Discharge Growth in Case Study 2.
Like Table 3-3 in Case Study 1, the Proposed Revenue of User Charges table in the FCS
needed to be recreated in an Excel spreadsheet for allowance of further calculating the two Key
Parameters, Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge and Bill Rate (Table 3-7).
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Table 3-7: Proposed Revenue of User Charges with Existing Monthly Rates (NSI 2011a)
User
Categorya

Average
Useb,c,d
x 1,000
gal/mo.
6.0
71.0
6.0
71.0
71.0
135.0

Initial
Average
Bille
USD/mo.

Additional
Cost Per
Gallonf
USD/1,000
gal
0.00
2.28
0.00
2.54
0.00
0.00

Class 1A
13.68
Class 1B
13.68
Class 2A
15.24
Class 2B
15.24
Class 2C
31.05
Class 3
8,000.00
Subtotal
ANNUAL TOTAL (Revenue Subtotal x 12)

Additional
Average
Fee

Total
Average
Bill

No. of
Usersg

Revenue

USD/mo.

USD/mo.

User

USD/mo.

0.00
161.88
0.00
180.34
0.00
0.00

13.68
175.56
15.24
195.58
31.05
8,000.00

4,129
56,484.72
2,334
409,757.04
322
4,907.28
252
49,286.16
31
962.55
1
8,000.00
529,397.75 USD/mo.
6,352,773.00 USD

a. Class 1A and 1B represent connections with a three-quarter-inch meter size or less inside the City of Greenwood. Class
2A and 2B represent connections with a three-quarter-inch meter size or less outside the City of Greenwood. Class 2C
represents connections outside the City of Greenwood who purchase water supply from a source other than the city. The
Classes described above are discussed within Section (§) 20-63 and § 20-64 of the Code of Ordinances of the City of
Greenwood (1977) and a document of correspondence written by the Public Works Director for the City of Greenwood
(Herring 2011). Class 3 represents the connection of MVSU at wholesale value (NSI 2011c).
b. The values listed for Average Use of Class 1A and Class 2A were determined from tabulated data in the Current Sewer
Charges by Volume spreadsheet (Brassell 2010).
c. The values listed for Average Use of Class 1B, Class 2B, and Class 2C were assumed to be the true average between the
minimum and maximum use of 6,000 gal/mo. and 135,000 gal/mo., which are the Usage limits by volume listed in the
User Charges section of the FCS (NSI 2011a).
d. The value listed for Average Use of Class 3 was determined by assuming the maximum usage volume for MVSU to
allow for further analysis using Key Parameters, Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge and Bill Rate.
e. The values listed for Initial Average Bill was determined from consistent data tabulated in the User Charges section of
the FCS (NSI 2011a), Current Sewer Charges by Volume spreadsheet (Brassell 2010), and § 20-63 and § 20-64 of the Code
of Ordinances of the City of Greenwood (1977).
f. The values listed for Additional Cost Per Gallon was determined from consistent data tabulated in the User Charges
section of the FCS (NSI 2011a), Current Sewer Charges by Volume spreadsheet (Brassell 2010), and § 20-63 and § 20-64
of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Greenwood (1977).
g. The values listed for No. of Users was determined from datum listed in the User Charges section of the FCS (NSI 2011a)
and data tabulated in the Current Sewer Charges by Volume spreadsheet (Brassell 2010).

Table 3-7 delivers a summary about the proposed revenue of user charges with existing
monthly rates for each class. The average use (1,000 gal/mo.), number of users, and revenue
(USD/mo.) is broken down in tabular form much like in Table 3-3. Unlike Case Study 1, Table 3-7
of Case Study 2 provides a breakdown of initial average bill in units of USD/mo., additional cost
per gallon in units of USD per one thousand gallons (USD/1,000 gal), additional average fee and
total average bill, both in units of USD/mo. In order to calculate the total average bill for each
class, the additional average fee was computed first by multiplying the average use to the
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additional cost per gallon. Then, the sum of the initial average bill and the additional average
fee for each class were computed. Similar to Case Study 1, the summation of the total average
bill and number of users multiplied together for each class produced the revenue subtotal
(USD/mo.). Lastly, multiplying the subtotal value by 12 months computed the total revenue,
which was found to be 6,352,773.00 USD.
From the columns, average use and number of users, listed in Table 3-7, the wastewater
discharge was calculated in m3/day for entry as a Key Parameter into the financial model
corresponding with Case Study 2 as Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge.
Table 3-8: Wastewater Discharge
Average
No. of
Initial Wastewater Discharge
Use
Users
User
Category gal/userUser
gal/mo.
m3/mo.
m3/day
mo.
Class 1A
6,000
4,129
24,774,000
93,780
4,689
Class 1B
71,000
2,334
165,714,000
627,295
31,365
Class 2A
6,000
322
1,932,000
7,313
366
Class 2B
71,000
252
17,892,000
67,729
3,386
Class 2C
71,000
31
2,201,000
8,332
417
Class 3
135,000
1
135,000
511
26
3
Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge
40,248 m /day

Columns from Table 3-7 included in Table 3-8 are user category, average use, and number of
users, like in Case Study 1 (see Table 3-3 and Table 3-4). Like Table 3-4 discussed in Section 3.2,
organizing Table 3-8 aided in calculating the wastewater discharge with the same calculations
and unit conversions that were used for finding the Initial Daily Water Usage. Therefore,
following the steps of calculation discussed in Section 3.2, the Initial Daily Wastewater Usage
seen in Table 3-8 totaled to an amount of 40,248 m3/day.
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Table 3-9 is an expansion of Table 3-7. It was constructed to compute the WAUC
(USD/m3) of wastewater discharge, which was entered into the financial model for wastewater
infrastructure PPP projects as Bill Rate.
Table 3-9: Weighted Average Unit Cost (WAUC) of Wastewater Discharge
User
Category
Class 1A
Class 1B
Class 2A
Class 2B
Class 2C
Class 3

Average
Use

Initial
Average
Bill

Additional
Cost Per
Gallon

Additional
Average
Fee

Total
Average
Bill

No.
of
Users

gal/usermo.

USD/mo.

USD/1,000
gal

USD/mo.

USD/mo.

User

USDuser/gal

USDuser/m3

6,000
71,000
6,000
71,000
71,000
135,000

13.68
13.68
15.24
15.24
31.05
8,000.00

0.00
2.28
0.00
2.54
0.00
0.00

0.00
161,880.00
0.00
180,340.00
0.00
0.00

13.68
161,893.68
15.24
180,355.24
31.05
8,000.00

4,129
2,334
322
252
31
1

0.0023
0.0002
0.0025
0.0002
0.0004
0.0593

0.6023
0.0509
0.6710
0.0567
0.1155
15.6546

Unit Cost

0.4415 USD/m3

WAUC

The unit cost of wastewater discharge was calculated by dividing total average bill by average
use in Table 3-9 resulting in units of USD-user/gal. The same unit conversion (1 gal =
0.00378541 m3) used in Table 3-5 was used to convert unit cost into units of USD-user/ m3 from
units of USD-user/gal. Just as the WAUC was computed for Case Study 1 in Section 3.2, the
same has been completed for Case Study 2. The numerator of the WAUC was calculated by
multiplying the number of users for each class to the unit cost (in USD-user/ m3) and adding
each product together. Summing the total number of users together for each class denoted the
denominator value. Then, by dividing the numerator by the denominator, the resulting answer
represented the estimated WAUC in units of USD/m3. For corroboration that the WAUC (Bill
Rate) of wastewater discharge and the Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge produced a similar
result of total annual revenue as calculated in Table 3-7, further calculations were executed. By
multiplying Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge found in Table 3-8, WAUC found in Table 3-9,
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and 365 days together, the annual total revenue in units of USD/year was found and confirmed
a similar value given in the FCS of Case Study 2.
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4.

RESULTS

Corresponding Key Parameters used to determine results for Case Study 1 and Case
Study 2 are described throughout Section 3.1 through Section 3.4 and are summarized in Table
4-1 and Table 4-2.
Table 4-1: Key Parameters for Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Projects
Estimated
Construction
Cost

Estimated
Annual
Operation
Cost

Initial Daily
Water Usage /
Wastewater
Discharge

Water Usage /
Wastewater
Discharge
Growth

Bill Rate

(years)

(USD)

(USD)

(m3/day)

(%)

(USD/m3)

1

25

$19,351,000

$2,583,397

9,114

0

0.75

2

25

$39,125,000

$5,240,278

40,248

0

0.45

Concession
Case
Life
no.

Table 4-2: Key Parameters for Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Projects
Investment
Case Subsidies
no.

Equity

Loan
Debt
Grace Inflation Corporate
Interest
Maturity
Period
rate
tax rate
Rate

VAT
rate

(%)

(%)

(years)

(%)

(years)

(%)

(%)

(%)

1

variable

variable

20

1.95

4

2.0

40.0

0.0

2

variable

variable

20

1.75

4

2.0

40.0

0.0
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Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 are used to illustrate what Key Parameters are set as constant in
the PPP project financial models for both case studies and to understand what Key Parameters
were adjusted in order to complete each PPP case scenario for project financial assessment.
The variable inputs to the financial model are Equity (the private company’s capital) and
Investment Subsidies (grant from the City to the private company). These were varied
methodically, based on discussion in Section 2.5.3, to receive an output of Project Indicators.
Equity, in units of percent of the total capital, was varied in increments of 5 percent with a
minimum limit of 15 percent and a maximum limit of 40 percent. Likewise, Investment
Subsidies, in units of percent of the total capital, was varied in increments of 5 percent with a
minimum limit of 0 percent and a maximum limit of 35 percent. Two of the Project Indicators
included and assessed in Section 4 were Equity IRR and ADSCR as discussed in Section 2.5.1.
When the IRR and ADSCR are attractive to private investors, then a PPP project may be worth
pursuing.
4.1

Results of Public-Private Partnership Financial Graphical Model for the Water
Infrastructure Project—Case Study 1

In order to evaluate the Equity IRR and ADSCR, the financial model for water
infrastructure projects was completed. The financial model used for financial simulation of
water infrastructure PPP projects is a Microsoft Excel file containing five worksheets titled:
Data, Cash Flow, Debt, Dividends, and Results. These five worksheets are similar to the
worksheets in Section 2.5.1. The Data worksheet displays a summary of project assumptions
similar to Figure 2-3, however now, it is fashioned to exhibit water usage and fee data rather
than traffic and tariff data (Figure 4-1).
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Figure 4-1: Data worksheet for financial model of Corinth Water Treatment Plant PPP Project
Most of the key characteristics seen in the Data worksheet (Figure 4-1) can be operated like
those seen in the Data worksheet for highway PPP projects (Figure 2-3). The only other notable
difference visually is transformation of units for the water usage and fee data and the fixed and
variable parts of operation costs. All adaptations of units were made in this Data worksheet to
correspond with those discussed in Section 3.2.
The key characteristics of the Corinth water treatment plant PPP project adjusted in the
Data worksheet, seen in Figure 4-1, were mostly decided by the default setting. The default
option for repayment of loan is P+I constant method, which was left selected in the solid white
box. Likewise, the default value of 4 years was left selected for the duration of construction
work and the default values for annual distribution of construction work were chosen. In the
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first year of construction work, 10 percent of the total Construction Cost is the default value set
and was found to be 1.94 MUSD. In year 2, 30 percent of the total Construction Cost is the set
default value resulting in a figure of 5.83 MUSD. In year 3, 50 percent, and in year 4, 10 percent
of the total Construction Cost is the default value set. The resulting Construction Cost in years 3
and 4 were found to be 9.7 MUSD and 1.94 MUSD. Therefore, the total Construction Cost is
distributed annually according to these percentages over the duration of the construction work
period (4 years) in the model, thus totaling to 19.4 MUSD. As described in Section 2.5.1 and
Section 3.2, the total Construction Cost is set within the Key Parameters located on the Cash
Flow, Debt, and Dividends worksheets.
These worksheets contain the Key Parameters, Grace Period and Concession Life, which
were adjusted specifically for Case Study 1, as seen in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2. These two Key
Parameters affect the outcome of amortization, which displays a period of 21 years in Figure
4-1 and consequently, is the default setting. Pictured beneath amortization is the variable part
of the Operation Cost, which is set as the default value of 0.0 USD/m3 for both case studies.
Lastly, state discount rate in real terms, 4.0 percent, was chosen based on current prevailing
rates. Several key characteristics seen in Figure 4-1 were automatically populated in the Data
worksheet after Key Parameters (Figure 3-2) of the Corinth Water Treatment Plant PPP Project
were selected in the Cash Flow worksheet (Figure 4-2) (e.g. water usage and fee data). The
water usage and fee data populated from the Cash Flow worksheet, Initial Daily Water Usage
and Bill Rate, were configured to multiply these two Key Parameters together in order to view
the product, initial daily revenue. The initial daily revenue was found to be 6.8 x 1,000 USD/day
(kUSD/day), which reconfirms the equivalent value calculated in the FCS (Table 3-3) of Case
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Study 1 and the last discussion paragraphs in Section 3.2. Likewise, and similar to that of Figure
2-5, the annual revenues are pictured in the Cash Flow worksheet (Figure 4-2) of the graphical
financial model and all of the 14 Key Parameters were able to be defined (PPIAF 2009b).

Figure 4-2: Cash Flow worksheet for financial model of Corinth Water Treatment Plant PPP
Project
In Figure 4-2, the Key Parameters were defined using the assumption levers (Figure 3-2) located
beneath the graph. These 14 project assumptions were recorded in tabular form as seen in
Table D-1. Each Key Parameter affects the graphics of the financial model. Like the Cash Flow
worksheet for the financial model of Highway PPP Projects (Figure 2-5) discussed in Section
2.5.1, the graphical output of the cash flows beginning in year 1 and ending in year 20 is shown
in Figure 4-2. One of the outputs of the financial model is annual Revenues, shown in the Cash
Flow worksheet of the financial model as a solid red line, starting in year five (i.e., the first year
of operation, following the four-year construction period). The financial model output of the
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initial annual Revenue is 2.736 MUSD and it is consistent with annual revenues for the City of
Corinth based on water bill payments received by users (refer to Table 3-3). Equity, Debt,
Subsidies and Interest during construction are all illustrated as solid teal, moss green, maroon
and yellow bars starting in year 1 and ending in year 4 like in Figure 2-5. The variable inputs to
the financial model for the most attractive case scenario of Case Study 1 are 20 percent and 5
percent for Equity and Investment Subsidies. Therefore, Debt is equal to 75 percent. Each are
shown as negative cash flow because they make up the capital investment of the construction
period for the PPP Corinth water treatment plant project. After the end of year 4, annual
Revenues start to be generated.
Just like in Figure 2-5, the repayment priority order of annual Revenues for the private
company is displayed in the following order: Operating costs, Taxes, Interests, Principal,
Dividends, and Shareholder’s Account (PPIAF 2009b). Operating costs is displayed as a solid
mint green bar, Taxes a solid maroon bar, Interests a pale yellow bar, Principal a solid moss
green bar, Dividends a solid light blue bar, and Shareholder’s account a solid blue bar (refer to
Section 2.5.1 for further details). Operating costs in year n is found by calculating the sum of the
Operation Cost and the Initial Daily Water Usage in units of a thousand of cubic meters per year
(x 1,000 m3/year), and then multiplying this value by the inflation factor in year n. The inflation
factor in year n is equal to the inflation factor in year n-1 multiplied by the sum of 1 and the
Inflation Rate. The total Operating costs was found to be 1.214 MUSD in year 5. Taxes equal
Profit before tax in year n-1 multiplied by Corporate Tax Rate. In Figure 4-2, Taxes cannot be
seen for year 5. This is due to year n-1 being the actual last year of Corinth WTP’s construction
period; therefore no profit has been accumulated yet. Profit before tax is equivalent to the
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Revenues minus the sum of Operating Costs, amortization and financial costs—or Earnings
Before Interest and Tax (EBIT). Amortization in year n is equal to the difference of the sum of
the Construction Costs and the capitalized Interests together and the Subsidies divided by the
amortization period. The total amortization for each year of the amortization period was 952
kUSD. It is worth noting that Interest is equivalent to financial costs.
Interests in year n is equal to the sum of the total debt accumulated up to year n-1
subtracted by the sum of the total principal of the loan payments accumulated up to year n-1,
and then multiplied by the Interest Rate. The total Interests displayed in Figure 4-2 for year 5
was found to be 318 kUSD. Principal in year n is equal to the sum of the total debt accumulated
up to year n-1 divided by the difference between the Repayment Period and the Grace Period
of the loan. The Excel command function also used to calculate Principal was PPMT. PPMT
returns the principal payment for a given period for an investment based on periodic, constant
payments and a constant interest rate (Excel 2010). Displayed in Figure 4-2, the total Principal
repayment for year 5 was 853 kUSD.
Following Principal in the repayment priority order is Dividends and Shareholder’s
Account. Dividends in year n following the construction period is equal to the net income in
year n. Displayed in Figure 4-2, the total Dividends at the end of year 5 was 151 kUSD. The
Shareholder’s Account flows in year n following the construction period is equal to the net
income subtracted by the cash available for distribution in year n. Also displayed in Figure 4-2,
the total Shareholder’s Account at the end of year 5 was 199 kUSD. Cash available for
distribution in year n following the construction period is equal to the sum of cash flows before
debt service, Interests and Principal.
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The key Project Indicators calculated as outputs by the financial model are Project and
Equity Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Annual Debt Service Coverage Ratio (ADSCR) and Loan Life
Coverage Ratio (LLCR), and Present Value (PV) for the public agency. The Project Indicators are
displayed at the top of the Cash Flow, Debt and Dividends worksheet as seen in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3: Project Indicators for financial model of Corinth Water Treatment Plant PPP
Project
Like Figure 2-6, these key Project Indicators listed in Figure 4-3 allow a private investor to see
the viability of a PPP water infrastructure project. PV (VAT + Tax - Subsidies) is the calculated
present value of capital received over the entire Concession Life by the public sector minus
subsidies paid by the public sector to the concessionaire. The PV for the State was
automatically calculated by the financial model using Equation 2.1 and was found to be 1.438
MUSD. Since the PV is greater than zero, the Corinth WTP PPP Project will generate financial
resources for the public sector. The definition of each equation for the Project Indicators
pictured in Figure 4-3 is located in Section 2.5.1.
Graphically displayed in the Debt worksheet of the financial model, seen in Figure 4-4, is
the annual amount, for years 5 to 20, of the Principal and Interests to be paid. Also exhibited in
Figure 4-4 is the ADSCR and the LLCR.
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Figure 4-4: Debt worksheet for financial model of Corinth Water Treatment Plant PPP Project
In Figure 4-4, the solid pink line starting in year five represents the ADSCR. ADSCR (min) is the
minimum ratio calculated. If it is greater than 1, it indicates that the annual debt service will be
covered over the entire period of Debt Maturity; this ratio was found to be 1.24 using Equation
2.2. Because the ADSCR (min) calculated is greater than 1.2, the margin for the concessionaire
to repay the debt is reasonable. Shown in Figure 4-4 is the LLCR represented with a solid light
blue line starting in year five. The LLCR (min) is the minimum ratio calculated. It was found to be
1.31 using Equation 2.3. The LLCR (min), like the ADSCR (min), should usually be greater than
1.2 to give a “safety margin” of 20 percent.
Like the Debt worksheet, graphically displayed in the Dividends worksheet of the
financial model, seen in Figure 4-5, is the annual amount of the Dividends and Equity (for years
1 to 20). Also seen in Figure 4-5 is the Project and Equity IRR.
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Figure 4-5: Dividends worksheet for financial model of Corinth Water Treatment Plant PPP
Project
In Figure 4-5, the Project IRR is represented as a solid light blue line beginning in year five.
Project IRR (real/year25) is the IRR of the project calculated in real terms at the end of year 25,
the last year of the Concession Life. The Project IRR after tax automatically computed by the
financial model using Equation 2.4 was found to be 1.68 percent. This is a relatively low project
yield in comparison with the current prevailing rates (e.g. bank deposit rates and inflation rate)
in the United States. A reasonable project yield would be closer to 4 percent. Also seen in
Figure 4-5 is a solid purple line starting in year one illustrating the Equity IRR (or ROE). Equity
IRR (real/year25) is IRR of the shareholder’s equity in real terms at the end of year 25. The
Equity IRR after tax, calculated through the financial model with Equation 2.1, was found to be
5.87 percent. The Corinth WTP PPP project is profitable for the shareholders when the ROE is
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high. Because the resulting Equity IRR in real terms is greater than 5 percent, it seems
reasonable for this case study scenario.
All eight trials of PPP case scenarios and one supplemental trial completed for Case
Study 1 can be found in Appendix E. A trial analysis was based on the variable input for
Investment Subsidies, which was varied in increments of 5 percent beginning with 0 percent
and ending with 35 percent. Trial 2 is summarized in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3: Trial 2 PPP analysis of concessionaire’s investment input into the financial model
and the financial model’s outputs of financial indicators for the City of Corinth Water
Treatment Plant Project. Figures in red and orange indicate that the project is not financially
viable.
Investment Input
Financial Indicators Output
Investment
Equity
Project IRR Equity IRR ADSCR LLCR
PV
Subsidies
% of total
% of total
%
%
kUSD
capital
capital
15
5
1.68
7.37
1.17
1.23
1,392
20
5
1.68
5.87
1.24
1.31
1,438
25
5
1.68
4.71
1.32
1.40
1,485
30
5
1.68
3.86
1.41
1.50
1,532
35
5
1.68
3.23
1.52
1.62
1,578
40
5
1.68
2.73
1.65
1.76
1,625
1. The highlighted yellow row seen in Table 4-3 summarizes the Key Parameters and Project Indicators of the case
scenario for Case Study 1 described in Section 4.1.
2. The values listed in red font indicate an ADSCR ratio of 1.20 or less. See further discussion about the ADSCR ratio
in Section 2.5.1.
3. The values listed in orange font indicate an Equity IRR (or ROE) of less than 5.00 percent.

In Table 4-3, the first two columns, Equity and Investment Subsidies, detail the percentage
input of total capital investment inserted into the financial model for the case scenarios
recorded in Trial 2. The Key Parameters Equity and Investment Subsidies, treated as variable
inputs for this case study shown in column one and column two, are explained in the first
paragraph of Section 4. All case scenarios in Trial 2 (Table 4-3) were assessed using the variable
input of 5 percent of the total capital for Investment Subsidies as seen in column two. The last
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five columns summarize the model outputs, Financial Indicators, that correspond to the
investment inputs listed in the first two columns for each case scenario of Trial 2. In column
three of Table 4-3, Project IRR remains constant because IRR is independent of the capital
structure of the project (i.e., while Equity or Investment Subsidies increase, debt amount
decreases so the capital cost remains the same). As Equity was increased for each case
scenario, the corresponding Equity IRR output in column four resulted in a descending pattern
meaning that the private investor(s) would receive a lower return on investment. As private
Equity (and Investment Subsidies) increase, the ADSCR and LLCR outputs in column five and
column six increase due to lower debt services. The PV of the public agency (or government)
increases, as seen in column seven, as Equity increases for each case scenario in Trial 2 (Table
4-3) of Case Study 1.
The second case scenario in Trial 2 had the most acceptable output of financial
indicators for this study of a PPP water infrastructure project with varied Equity and Investment
Subsidies combinations. The acceptable combination of Equity and Investment Subsidies
resulted to be 20 percent of total capital and 5 percent of total capital. These investment inputs
were accompanied by good results for the financial indicators, which included the following:
Project IRR (1.68 percent), Equity IRR (5.87 percent), ADSCR (1.24), LLCR (1.31), PV (1.438
Million USD).
4.2

Results of Public-Private Partnership Financial Graphical Model for the Wastewater
Infrastructure Project—Case Study 2
After the financial model for water infrastructure projects was completed, adjustments

to the model were made for applicable use to wastewater infrastructure projects in order to
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evaluate the Equity IRR and ADSCR. Like the financial model used for financial simulation of
water infrastructure PPP projects discussed in Section 4.1, this financial model is a Microsoft
Excel file containing five worksheets titled: Data, Cash Flow, Debt, Dividends, and Results. These
five worksheets are similar to the worksheets in Section 2.5.1 and Section 4.1. The Data
worksheet displays a summary of project assumptions similar to Figure 2-3 and Figure 4-1,
although it is fashioned to display wastewater discharge and corresponding fee data (Figure
4-6).

Figure 4-6: Data worksheet for financial model of Greenwood Wastewater Treatment Plant
PPP Project
The key characteristics seen in the Data worksheet for wastewater infrastructure PPP projects
(Figure 4-6) can be operated like those seen in the Data worksheet for water infrastructure PPP
projects (Figure 4-1). The only noteworthy resulting graphical changes made were the units for
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the wastewater discharge and fee data. All adaptations of units were made in this Data
worksheet to correspond with those discussed in Section 3.4.
The key characteristics of the Greenwood wastewater treatment plant PPP project
adjusted in the Data worksheet, seen in Figure 4-6, were also mostly decided by the default
setting like the Corinth water treatment plant PPP project. The following sentences in this
paragraph are similar to the text read in paragraph two of Section 4.1. The default option for
repayment of loan is P+I constant method, which was left selected in the solid white box.
Likewise, the default value of 4 years was left selected for the duration of construction work
and the default values for annual distribution of construction work were chosen. In the first
year of construction work, 10 percent of the total Construction Cost is the default value set and
was found to be 3.9 MUSD. In year 2, 30 percent of the total Construction Cost is the set default
value resulting in a figure of 11.7 MUSD. In year 3, 50 percent, and in year 4, 10 percent of the
total Construction Cost is the default value set. The resulting Construction Cost in years 3 and 4
were found to be 19.5 MUSD and 3.9 MUSD. Therefore, the total Construction Cost is
distributed annually according to these percentages over the duration of the construction work
period (4 years) in the model, thus totaling to 39 MUSD. As described in Section 2.5.1, Section
3.2 and Section 3.4, the total Construction Cost is set within the Key Parameters located on the
Cash Flow, Debt and Dividends worksheets.
As seen in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2, the Cash Flow, Debt and Dividends worksheets
contain the two Key Parameters, Grace Period and Concession Life, which were adjusted
specifically for Case Study 2. Sentences in paragraph three of Section 4.1 discussing these two
key parameters, amortization, the variable part of the Operation Cost, and state discount rate
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in real terms is true for Case Study 2 also. Like Case Study 1, the majority of key characteristics
seen in Figure 4-6 were automatically populated in the Data worksheet after Key Parameters
(Figure 3-3) of the Greenwood Wastewater Treatment Plant PPP Project were selected in the
Cash Flow worksheet (Figure 4-7) (e.g. wastewater discharge and fee data). The wastewater
discharge and fee data populated from the Cash Flow worksheet, Initial Daily Wastewater
Discharge and Bill Rate, was configured to multiply these two Key Parameters together in order
to view the product, initial daily revenue. The initial daily revenue was found to be 18.1 kUSD,
which reconfirms the equivalent value calculated in the FCS (Table 3-7) of Case Study 2 and the
last discussion paragraphs in Section 3.4. Just like Figure 4-2, the annual revenues are pictured
in the Cash Flow worksheet (Figure 4-7) of the financial model and all 14 Key Parameters were
able to be defined (PPIAF 2009b).

Figure 4-7: Cash Flow worksheet for financial model of Greenwood Wastewater Treatment
Plant PPP Project
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The Key Parameters were defined using the assumption levers (Figure 3-3) illustrated
beneath the graph; see Figure 4-7. All 14 project assumptions were recorded in tabular form in
Table D-2. The following sentences in this paragraph are similar to the text read in paragraph
four of Section 4.1. Each Key Parameter affects the graphics of the financial model. Like the
Cash Flow worksheet for the financial model of Case Study 1 (Figure 4-2), the graphical output
of the cash flows beginning in year 1 and ending in year 20 is shown in Figure 4-7. One of the
outputs of the financial model is annual Revenues, shown in the Cash Flow worksheet of the
financial model as a solid red line, starting in year five (i.e., the first year of operation, following
the four-year construction period). The financial model output of the initial annual Revenue is
7.308 MUSD and it is also consistent with annual revenues for the City of Greenwood based on
wastewater discharge bill payments received by users (refer to Table 3-7). In Figure 4-7, Equity,
Debt, Subsidies and Interest during construction are all illustrated as solid teal, moss green,
maroon and yellow bars starting in year 1 and ending in year 4 like in Figure 4-2. Variable inputs
to the financial model for the most attractive case scenario of Case Study 2 are 25 percent for
Equity and 10 percent for Investment Subsidies, so Debt is equivalent to 65 percent. Each are
shown as negative cash flow because they make up the capital investment of the construction
period for the PPP Greenwood wastewater treatment plant project. After the end of year 4,
annual Revenues increase.
Like Figure 2-5 and Figure 4-2, found in Section 2.5.1 and Section 4.1, the repayment
priority order of annual Revenues for the private company is displayed in the following order:
Operating costs, Taxes, Interests, Principal, Dividends, and Shareholder’s Account (PPIAF
2009b). For Case Study 2 and Figure 4-7, the following text in this paragraph and the two
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following paragraphs are based off the discussion of results in paragraphs five through seven of
Section 4.1. Operating costs in year n is found by calculating the sum of the Operation Cost and
the Initial Daily Wastewater Discharge in units of 1,000 m3/year, and then multiplying this value
by the inflation factor in year n. Displayed as a solid mint green bar, the total Operating costs
was found to be 1.987 MUSD in year 5. Displayed as a solid maroon bar, Taxes equal Profit
before tax in year n-1 multiplied by Corporate Tax Rate. In Figure 4-7, Taxes also cannot be seen
for year 5 due to year n-1 being equivalent to the last year of Greenwood WWTP’s construction
period. Refer to further explanation of Taxes in Section 4.1.
Following Taxes in the repayment priority order is Interests. Interests in year n is equal
to the sum of the total debt accumulated up to year n-1 subtracted by the sum of the total
principal of the loan payments accumulated up to year n-1, and then multiplied by the Interest
Rate. Interests is graphically presented as a pale yellow bar in Figure 4-7, and the total Interests
displayed for year 5 was found to be 554 kUSD. Principal in year n is equal to the sum of the
total debt accumulated up to year n-1 divided by the difference between the Repayment Period
and the Grace Period of the loan. Displayed in Figure 4-7, the total Principal for year 5 was
1.487 MUSD and is graphically represented with a solid moss green bar. For further information
about Principal calculations in the financial model refer to Section 4.1.
Following Principal in the repayment priority order is Dividends and Shareholder’s
Account. Pictured as a solid light blue bar, Dividends in year n following the construction period
is equal to the net income in year n. Displayed in Figure 4-7, the total Dividends at the end of
year 5 was 1.775 MUSD. The Shareholder’s Account flows in year n following the construction
period is equal to the net income subtracted by the cash available for distribution in year n.
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Seen in Figure 4-7, the total Shareholder’s Account at the end of year 5 was 1.505 MUSD and is
vividly presented with a solid blue bar.
Project Indicators computed by the financial model, like Case Study 1, are Project and
Equity IRR, ADSCR and LLCR, and PV, as seen in Figure 4-8. These Project Indicators listed in
Figure 4-8, like Figure 2-6 and Figure 4-3, allow a private investor to view the viability of a PPP
wastewater infrastructure project.

Figure 4-8: Project Indicators for financial model of Greenwood Wastewater Treatment Plant
PPP Project
Seen in Figure 4-8, PV (for the State) is the present value of taxes received over the entire
Concession Life by the public sector minus any repayment (or subsidies) paid by the public
sector; it was automatically calculated by the financial model using Equation 2.1 and was found
to be 10.925 MUSD. The Greenwood WWTP PPP Project will generate financial resources for
the public sector, since the PV of the State revenues is greater than zero. As stated in Section
4.1, the definition of each equation for the Project Indicators pictured in Figure 4-8 is located in
Section 2.5.1.
Graphically displayed in the Debt worksheet of the financial model is the output of cash
flows beginning in year 1 and ending in year 20 of the Principal and Interests and the ADSCR
and the LLCR (Figure 4-9).
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Figure 4-9: Debt worksheet for financial model of Greenwood Wastewater Treatment Plant
PPP Project
The solid pink line starting in year five represents the ADSCR in Figure 4-9. The ADSCR minimum
ratio calculated was 2.08 using Equation 2.2. This project indicator is computed to ensure that
the annual debt service will be covered over the entire period of Debt Maturity. The margin for
the concessionaire to repay the debt is reasonable, since the ADSCR (min) calculated is greater
than 1.2. Like the ADSCR (min), the LLCR (min) should also be greater than 1.2. The LLCR
minimum ratio is calculated to ensure that the loan will be covered over the entire period of
Debt Maturity (or loan life) and it was found to be 2.27 using Equation 2.3. The LLCR is
represented in Figure 4-9 with a solid light blue line starting in year five.
Similar to the Debt worksheet, graphically displayed in the Dividends worksheet of the
financial model is the output of cash flows beginning in year 1 and ending in year 20 of the
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Dividends and Equity (Figure 4-10). Also seen in the Dividends worksheet is the Project and
Equity IRR.

Figure 4-10: Dividends worksheet for financial model of Greenwood Wastewater Treatment
Plant PPP Project
The Project IRR is represented as a solid light blue line beginning in year five in Figure 4-10.
Project IRR (real/year25) after tax is the IRR of the project calculated in real terms at the end of
year 25, the last year of the Concession Life; it is automatically computed by the financial model
using Equation 2.4 and was found to be 6.00 percent. A project yield higher than 4 percent is
likely to be considered reasonable, so this is a relatively attractive project yield in comparison
with the current prevailing rates (e.g. bank deposit rates and inflation rate) in the United States.
Also seen in Figure 4-10 is the Equity IRR (or ROE) represented with a solid purple line starting
in year one. Equity IRR (real/year25) after tax is IRR of the shareholder’s equity in real terms at
the end of year 25. It was calculated to be 14.77 percent using Equation 2.1. Since the ROE in
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real terms is much greater than the interest rate of 2 percent, the Greenwood WWTP PPP
project is profitable for the shareholders with this scenario of variables for Case Study 2.
Likewise, with respect to the results of all case scenarios tabulated in Appendix F, the minimum
Equity IRR calculated to be 9.23 percent based on capital investment input of Equity (40
percent) and no Subsidies is profitable, an indication of an attractive project for private
investors.
The following paragraph about Table 4-4 of Case Study 2 is similar to the results
discussed about Table 4-3 in the final paragraph of Section 4.1. All eight trials of PPP case
scenarios completed for Case Study 2 can be found in Appendix F. However, Trial 3 is described
in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4: Trial 3 PPP analysis of concessionaire’s investment input into the financial model
and the financial model’s outputs of financial indicators for the City of Greenwood
Wastewater Treatment Plant Project.
Investment Input
Financial Indicators Output
Investment
Equity
Project IRR Equity IRR ADSCR LLCR
PV
Subsidies
% of total
% of total
%
%
kUSD
capital
capital
15
10
6.00
21.91
1.82
1.98
10,737
20
10
6.00
17.64
1.94
2.11
10,831
25
10
6.00
14.77
2.08
2.27
10,925
30
10
6.00
12.70
2.24
2.45
11,019
35
10
6.00
11.11
2.44
2.67
11,112
40
10
6.00
9.86
2.67
2.93
11,206
1. The highlighted yellow row seen in Table 4-4 summarizes the Key Parameters and Project Indicators of the case
scenario for Case Study 2 described in Section 4.2.

The first two columns in Table 4-4, Equity and Investment Subsidies, detail the percentage input
of total capital investment inserted into the financial model for the case scenarios recorded in
Trial 3. These Key Parameters established as variable inputs and shown in column one and
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column two of Table 4-4 are explained in the first paragraph of Section 4. All case scenarios
summarized in Table 4-4 were assessed using the input of 10 percent of the total capital for
Investment Subsidies as seen in column two. The last five columns summarize the financial
model outputs, Financial Indicators, that correspond to the investment inputs listed in the first
two columns for each case scenario of Trial 3. In column three of Table 4-4, Project IRR remains
constant because IRR is independent of the capital structure of the project (i.e., while Equity or
Investment Subsidies increase, debt amount decreases so the capital cost remains the same).
As Equity was increased for each case scenario, the corresponding Equity IRR output in column
four resulted in a descending pattern meaning that the private investor(s) would receive a
lower return on investment. As private Equity (and Investment Subsidies) increase, the ADSCR
and LLCR outputs in column five and column six increase due to lower debt services. The PV of
the public agency (or government) increases, as seen in column seven, as Equity increases for
each case scenario in Trial 3 (Table 4-4) of Case Study 2.
The third case scenario in Trial 3 had the most acceptable output of financial indicators
for this study of a PPP wastewater infrastructure project with varied Equity and Investment
Subsidies combinations. The acceptable combination of Equity and Investment Subsidies
resulted to be 25 percent of total capital and 10 percent of total capital. These investment
inputs were accompanied by respectable results for the financial indicators, which included the
following: Project IRR (6.00 percent), Equity IRR (14.77 percent), ADSCR (2.08), LLCR (2.27), PV
(10.925 Million USD).
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4.3

Comparison Analysis of Case Study 1 and Case Study 2 Results

After the most fitting trials from Case Study 1 and Case Study 2 were found, the water
and wastewater infrastructure projects were compared using graphs. A trial was considered to
be a “fitting trial” if the financial indicator result of the PV was greater than zero, meaning that
the public sector recuperates capital from the PPP project. Furthermore, only Trials 1-4 were
selected as fitting trials for both case studies, because results of the PV were less than zero for
Trials 5-8 (Table E-2) of Corinth’s WTP Project. Thus, graphs displayed in Figure 4-11, Figure
4-12, Figure 4-13, and Figure 4-14 represent Table E-1 and Table F-1 located in Appendix E and
Appendix F. Table E-1 summarizes Trials 1-4 PPP analyses of concessionaire’s investment inputs
into the financial model and the financial model’s outputs of financial indicators for Corinth’s
WTP Project. Likewise, Table F-1 summarizes Trials 1-4 PPP analyses of concessionaire’s
investment inputs into the financial model and the financial model’s outputs of financial
indicators for Greenwood’s WWTP Project.
Six case scenarios were completed within each trial of PPP financial model analyses for
both the water and wastewater infrastructure projects. A case scenario within a trial analysis
was based on the variable input for Equity. Equity was varied in increments of 5 percent
beginning with 15 percent and ending with 40 percent for each trial analysis. A trial analysis was
based on the variable input for Investment Subsidies. Since the Key Parameter Investment
Subsidies was varied in increments of 5 percent beginning with 0 percent and ending with 35
percent, eight trial analyses were made. The first four trial analyses completed were named
Trials 1-4. Result comparisons of Trials 1-4 PPP analyses for Case Study 1 and Case Study 2 are
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displayed graphically in the following figures: Figure 4-11, Figure 4-12, Figure 4-13, and Figure
4-14.
Figure 4-11 pictures graphical financial assessment of Equity IRR versus Equity and
Investment Subsidies.

Figure 4-11: Graphs showing Equity IRR versus Equity and Investment Subsidies of four PPP
trials for financial project assessment. Pictured on the left is Case Study 1—Corinth Water
Treatment Plant. Pictured on the right is Case Study 2—Greenwood Wastewater Treatment
Plant.
In Figure 4-11, the graph depicted on the left is of Trials 1-4 in Case Study 1 and on the right is
of Case Study 2. The independent variables of both graphs include Equity located along the xaxis and Investment Subsidies depicted in the graphs with four solid color lines representing
Investment Subsidies of 0, 5, 10, and 15 percent in Trials 1-4. The Subsidies variable for Trial 1 is
distinguished in both graphs as a solid blue line representing 0 percent of the total capital. Trial
2 is illustrated in both graphs with a solid maroon line for a Subsidies value of 5 percent. Trial 3
is pictured as a solid green line for a Subsidies value of 10 percent. Trial 4 is represented as a
solid purple line for a Subsidies value of 15 percent. The dependent variable in Figure 4-11 is
Equity IRR positioned on the y-axis of both graphs. As Equity increases on the x-axis of both
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graphs in Figure 4-11, the Equity IRR of each case scenario decreases along the y-axis meaning
that the private investor(s) would receive a lower return on investment. Equity IRR ranges from
2 to 10 percent along the y-axis of the left graph (Case Study 1) and it ranges from 5 to 25
percent along the y-axis of the right graph (Case Study 2). With respect to the input variables,
Subsidy and Equity, of the case scenarios described in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, the yield—
return on equity—of the wastewater infrastructure PPP project would be 2.5 times greater than
the water infrastructure PPP project for private investor(s) as seen in the graphs of Figure 4-11;
this is due to the difference between the Revenues.
Representation and descriptions of independent and dependent variables seen in the
graphs of Figure 4-11 are true for following graphical financial assessments presented in Section
4.3. Figure 4-12 represents the graphical financial assessment of ADSCR versus Equity and
Investment Subsidies.

Figure 4-12: Graphs showing ADSCR versus Equity and Investment Subsidies of four PPP trials
for financial project assessment. Pictured on the left is Case Study 1—Corinth Water
Treatment Plant. Pictured on the right is Case Study 2—Greenwood Wastewater Treatment
Plant.
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Like Figure 4-11, the graph depicted in Figure 4-12 on the left is of Trials 1-4 in Case Study 1 and
on the right is of Case Study 2. The dependent variable in Figure 4-12 is ADSCR positioned on
the y-axis of both graphs. As Investment Subsidies and private Equity increase, the ADSCR
increases due to lower debt services. ADSCR ranges from 1 to 2 percent along the y-axis of the
left graph (Case Study 1) and it ranges from 1.5 to 3 percent along the y-axis of the right graph
(Case Study 2). With respect to the input variables, Subsidy and Equity, of the case scenarios
described in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, the ADSCR of the wastewater infrastructure PPP
project would be 1.7 times greater than the ADSCR of the water infrastructure PPP project as
seen in the graphs of Figure 4-12; this is due to the difference between the Principal and
Interests payments.
Figure 4-13 represents the graphical financial assessment of LLCR versus Equity and
Investment Subsidies.

Figure 4-13: Graphs showing LLCR versus Equity and Investment Subsidies of four PPP trials
for financial project assessment. Pictured on the left is Case Study 1—Corinth Water
Treatment Plant. Pictured on the right is Case Study 2—Greenwood Wastewater Treatment
Plant.
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Like Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12, the graph shown in Figure 4-13 on the left is of Trials 1-4 in
Case Study 1 and on the right is of Case Study 2. The dependent variable in Figure 4-13 is LLCR
positioned on the y-axis of both graphs. As Investment Subsidies and private Equity increase,
the LLCR increases. LLCR ranges from 1.15 to 2.15 percent along the y-axis of the left graph
(Case Study 1) and it ranges from 1.75 to 3.25 percent along the y-axis of the right graph (Case
Study 2). In relation to the input variables, Subsidy and Equity, of the case scenarios described
in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, like the ADSCR, the LLCR of the wastewater infrastructure PPP
project would be 1.7 times greater than the LLCR of the water infrastructure PPP project. Also,
this is due to the difference between the Principal and Interests payments.
Lastly, Figure 4-14 displays the graphical financial assessment of PV versus Equity and
Investment Subsidies.

Figure 4-14: Graphs showing PV for Government versus Equity and Investment Subsidies of
four PPP trials for financial project assessment. Pictured on the left is Case Study 1—Corinth
Water Treatment Plant. Pictured on the right is Case Study 2—Greenwood Wastewater
Treatment Plant.
Like Figure 4-11, the graph shown in Figure 4-14 on the left is of Trials 1-4 in Case Study 1 and
on the right is of Case Study 2. The dependent variable in Figure 4-14 is PV positioned on the y-
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axis of both graphs. As Investment Subsidies increase for the PPP projects, the PV of the public
agency (or government) decreases. PV ranges from 0.5 Million USD to 2.5 Million USD along the
y-axis of the left graph (Case Study 1) and it ranges from 9 Million USD to 14 Million USD along
the y-axis of the right graph (Case Study 2). In relation to the input variables, Subsidy and
Equity, of the case scenarios described in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, the PV of capital received
by the public sector over the entire Concession Life from the wastewater infrastructure PPP
project would be 7.6 times greater than the PV for the water infrastructure PPP project,
because of the difference between corporate taxes.
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5.

CONCLUSION

A need for practical financial mechanisms, such as PPPs, in the water and wastewater
sector was found to be exceedingly important throughout thesis research findings. Changing
investment practices for water and wastewater infrastructure is needed, as the public and
sector professionals witness daily expansion of the funding gap. Since private participation can
provide more ways to deliver infrastructure services under public sector budgetary constraints,
there is a need to introduce concepts like PPP project finance to water and wastewater officials
and private investors. This thesis contributes to this endeavor. This study describes the
development of user-friendly financial models for water and wastewater treatment plants and
discusses the practical application of both financial models for projects in Corinth, MS and in
Greenwood, MS.
Through applying entries of various Equity and Investment Subsidies combinations into
the financial models for both projects, case scenarios were formed. Results of each case
scenario include specific investment input combinations and the corresponding model output
of financial indicators. Case scenario assessments for Corinth’s WTP project revealed that
financially viable investment inputs included a combination of Equity and Investment Subsidies
as 20 percent and 5 percent (of total capital). Corresponding output of financial indicators
resulted with Project IRR as 1.68 percent, Equity IRR as 5.87 percent, ADSCR as 1.24, LLCR as
1.31, and PV for the government as 1.438 Million USD. Likewise, one of the case scenarios
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assessed for Greenwood’s WWTP project resulted with the investment input combination of
Equity and Investment Subsidies (of total capital) as 25 percent and 10 percent. The
corresponding output of financial indicators resulted with Project IRR as 6.00 percent, Equity
IRR as 14.77 percent, ADSCR as 2.08, LLCR as 2.27, and PV for the government as 10.925 Million
USD. Furthermore, through case scenario assessments for Greenwood’s WWTP project, other
case scenarios were found to be profitable.
5.1

Development and Application of User-friendly Public-Private Partnership Graphical
Financial Models for Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Projects
The development of the financial models for water and wastewater infrastructure

projects began through modification of the Toolkit’s financial model for PPPs in roads and
highways originally developed by the WBG. The key parameter inputs—costs and activities—
that affect the financial viability of a PPP highway project (Section 2.5.1) were discussed. Then
adaptations of the original model were made regarding upper and lower limits of parameters,
their units, and related language. The resulting models are applicable to water and wastewater
treatment projects. Actual water usage and wastewater discharge data for the construction and
O&M of the Corinth water treatment plant and the Greenwood wastewater treatment plant
were used as key parameters in the modified financial models (Section 3). These financial
models then underwent quality assurance and quality control, and finally were utilized as
diagnostic tools to assess the financial viability of several project case scenarios. The case
scenario results of the study show that both projects reviewed by the adapted financial models
have good prospects for attracting private investors as PPP projects; refer to Section 4,
Appendix E, and Appendix F for further discussion of results.
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5.2

Future Work for Research Advancement and Application Analysis

The adapted financial models for water and wastewater infrastructure projects may be
advanced by undergoing in-depth transformation within Name Manager, used for referencing
cells by name, and Excel’s Visual Basic of Applications (VBA) software for designing Macros
codes. Nomenclature related to highway projects will need to be assessed and changed to
water and wastewater infrastructure projects for several named cells and within each Macros
coding script. Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2 discuss further work for research advancement
and application analysis.
5.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis of Specific Key Parameters and Financial Indicators
The relationship between the level of Bill Rates and other Key Parameters (e.g.,
Construction Costs, Initial Daily Water Usage and Wastewater Discharge) may be examined by
using a sensitivity analysis approach such as estimation of elasticities much like a study
completed by Vajdic, Mladenovic, and Queiroz in 2012. According to Vajdic et al., there is a
minimum toll rate required to attract private investors seen by the results of Project IRR, Equity
IRR, and ADSCR computed after input of Key Parameters into the original financial model
(2012). The results of the study indicated that the toll rate, like Bill Rate, is sensitive to changes
in a project’s Construction and Operational Costs (Vajdic et al. 2012). Additional research
advancement and application analysis with the financial models for water and wastewater
infrastructure is discussed in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.2 A New Economic Model for the Delta Regional Authority
In the fiscal year of 2000, The Mississippi River Delta Regional Authority (DRA) was
formed between specific federal, state, and local governing bodies, by the U.S. Congress, in a
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partnership to improve the quality of life for people living within the Delta Region. The Delta
Region is composed of 252 counties and parishes in parts of the states Mississippi, Louisiana,
Arkansas, Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Alabama totaling 10 million people (DRA
2009). The leadership team of the DRA is known as the Delta Regional Authority Board (DRAB).
The DRAB central governing body includes a Presidential-appointed and US Senate-approved
Federal Co-Chairman and eight state governors who pursue relationships with local
entrepreneurial partners throughout the Delta Region in order to promote sustainable
economic growth. Decision makers for water policy in the DRA may use the water and
wastewater financial models for assessment of PPP project feasibility. Thus, projects deemed
financially viable may be proposed as PPP projects in the Delta Region with probable capability
of attracting financial investors.
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APPENDIX A.

USER GUIDE FOR FINANCIAL MODEL OF HIGHWAY PPP PROJECTS
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Graphical Model for Financial Simulation of Highway PPP Projects
User Guide (PPIAF 2009b)
The graphic simulation tool has been developed to familiarize the user with the basics of
financial simulations for a highway PPP project. It aims to represent the main financial features
of a project company in graphic form and their sensitivity to a range of key assumptions. When
the assumptions are changed, the graphs change accordingly.
It should be noted that this very simple model has been built for educational purposes
only and cannot be used for real, quantified estimations on a particular project. Public
authorities would need to apply more developed models available with experienced financial
practitioners in order to analyze potential PPP projects during project preparation and
transaction.
•

This Tool was built using only one currency (USD). Thus, exchange rate issues are not
considered.

•

It was also built on an annual basis, which means that all the figures are calculated for
each year of the concession period.

•

Nominal interest rate (real interest rate + inflation rate) is used to calculate interest.

•

The construction period is variable from 1 to 5 years.
The graphical model comprises five worksheets:

Figure A-1: Worksheet tabs for financial model of Highway PPP Project
This Guide sheet explains the purpose of the tool and its main functions.
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Data sheet: summarizes the main characteristics (assumptions) of the build-operate-transfer
(BOT) project. A few easily identified assumptions can be determined and changed using this
sheet. The other key characteristics can be changed directly from the graph sheets.

Figure A-2: Data worksheet for financial model of Highway PPP Project
Reimbursement of loan corresponds to the type of reimbursement of loan. Two types are
proposed:
P+I constant: A constant amount (including Reimbursement of Capital and Interest) is
paid at each term.
Linear: The same amount of capital is reimbursed at each term. The interest is
calculated from the non-reimbursed capital.
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Duration of works can vary from 1 to 5 years. The user enters the duration of works and default
values for distribution of works are displayed. The user can modify the default values by using
the scrolling bars. The percentage of the first year is calculated: 100% - sum (% year 2 to % year
5). If the % of year 1 equals to 0%, it is not possible to increase the % of the other years.
The fixed costs are paid during the operation period (after the construction period), they cover
personnel costs, administration costs, safety and security costs, yearly light maintenance costs
of highway and equipment, roadway heavy maintenance costs (done every three years).
The variable costs depend on the traffic, they corresponds to additional costs due to the
growth of traffic (operation personnel, maintenance of tolling station, etc.)
Cash Flow Graph

Figure A-3: Cash Flow worksheet for financial model of Highway PPP Project
The graph represents all concession company cash flows during the concession period. They are
classified by order of repayment priority: Operation costs > Taxes > Debt service > Dividends >
Shareholders account.
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The shareholder account represents a bank account controlled by the company shareholders
(fiscal restrictions generally limit the authorized distribution of dividends to the project net
income) to which the cash balance is transferred (or drawn from if negative) until it can be
distributed as dividends.
When the shareholders’ account is insufficient to service the debt, shareholders have to fill the
gap and this appears on the graph in the form of negative dividends.
Debt Graph

Figure A-4: Debt worksheet for financial model of Highway PPP Project
This graph represents, on two different axes:
1) the yearly payment of principal and interest during the debt servicing period (grace
period + repayment period).
2) changes in the two main bank ratios over the repayment period: Annual Debt Service
Coverage Ratio (ADSCR) and Loan Life Coverage Ratio (LLCR). A definition of both ratios
is provided in Section 2.5.1.
Nominal interest rate (real interest rate + inflation rate) is used to calculate the annual interest
paid.
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Dividends Graph

Figure A-5: Dividends worksheet for financial model of Highway PPP Project
This graph displays, on two different axes:
1) the equity mobilized by company shareholders during the construction period and the
dividends received by them during the concession period.
2) changes in the two main investment ratios over the concession: the financial Internal
Rate of Return (IRR) of the project and the Return on Equity (ROE).
Using the graphical tool, it can easily be verified that the IRR is independent from the financial
structure (subsidies, equity, credit conditions) while the ROE is directly influenced by financial
characteristics.
Project indicators / ratios

Figure A-6: Project Indicators for financial model of Highway PPP Project
On each of the three graphs, five key project indicators / ratios are displayed.
•

Project IRR for the last year of concession in real terms,
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•

Equity IRR (or ROE) for the last year of concession in real terms,

•

Minimum LLCR,

•

Minimum ADSCR,

•

NPV of net financial contribution from government. The government may pay subsidies
during the construction period and recover taxes and VAT during the operation period.
The indicator shows the net present value and the financial balance for the government
throughout the concession period.

Assumption levers

Figure A-7: Key Parameters for financial model of Highway PPP Project
Fourteen key project characteristics can be modified at any moment on each of the three
graphs which are automatically adjusted. Ranges of variations have been limited on purpose to
realistic values.
Although concession duration can be set at any figure between 7 and 100 years, results are
displayed on the graph for the first twenty years only.
The construction cost can vary from US$5 million to US$5 billion. This amount represents the
total cost over the years of construction period (1 to 5). The incremental steps are adjusted
accordingly, varying with the Construction cost. The Construction costs exclude VAT, but it is
indexed in inflation. The nominal construction cost for the year n will be calculated according to
the following formula:
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(𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡)𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑛

= (𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡)𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑛 × (1 + 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)

𝑛

Equation A.1

The fixed part of the operation is varying from US$1 million to US$500 million per year.
Equity and subsidy rates can be adjusted by the user. The amount of debt is calculated by the
system to reach 100% of investment cost (Equity + Subsidy + Credit = 100%).
Interest rate is a real rate (excluding inflation). It is varying from 0% to 25%. Nominal rate (used
to calculate Financial interests) = Real rate + Inflation rate.
Grace period is the period during which repayment of the principal is deferred. The grace
period is adjusted according to the duration of works (construction period). Grace period must
be superior or equal to Duration of works.
Repayment period is the period of reimbursement of capital. Concession duration must be
superior to Grace period + Repayment period.
Initial daily traffic corresponds to the daily traffic of the first year of operation.
Traffic growth is used to estimate the traffic forecasts during the period of the project. The
increment of the traffic growth is 0.5%.
Toll rate is corresponding to the average toll paid by vehicle the first year of operation. For later
years, the rate is adjusted with the inflation rate. This initial revenue is the amount of revenue
generated by the project in the first year of operation; it equals the initial traffic multiplied by
the initial toll rate.
Inflation rate is used to estimate the forecasts of revenues and operating costs, and to
calculate the real rates of financial indicators.
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Corporate tax rate corresponds essentially to the corporate tax paid by the concessionaire. This
rate is applied to Earning before Taxes (Revenues - Operating costs - Amortization - Financial
costs).
VAT rate is used to calculate the value-added tax paid annually to the State by the private
partner from project revenues. The Model assumes that no highway users can reclaim VAT on
tolls.
Comments
Comments are displayed by the system to alert the user to unrealistic or impossible entries for
project characteristics. For example, if the concession period is set at a value less than the sum
of the repayment period and the grace period, a message is displayed to alert the user. The
system simultaneously corrects one of the three parameters to secure their coherence. Similar
features exist for the financing structure (Equity + Subsidies + Debt = 100%).
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APPENDIX B.

USER GUIDE FOR FINANCIAL MODEL OF WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
PPP PROJECTS
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Graphical Model for Financial Simulation of Water Infrastructure PPP Projects
User Guide
The graphic simulation tool has been developed to familiarize the user with the basics of
financial simulations for a water supply and treatment PPP project. It aims to represent the
main financial features of a project company in graphic form and their sensitivity to a range of
key assumptions. When the assumptions are changed, the graphs change accordingly.
It should be noted that this very simple model has been built for educational purposes
only and cannot be used for real, quantified estimations on a particular project. Public
authorities would need to apply more developed models available with experienced financial
practitioners in order to analyze potential PPP projects during project preparation and
transaction.
•

This Tool was built using only one currency (USD). Thus, exchange rate issues are not
considered.

•

It was also built on an annual basis, which means that all the figures are calculated for
each year of the concession period.

•

Nominal interest rate (real interest rate + inflation rate) is used to calculate interest.

•

The construction period is variable from 1 to 5 years.
The graphical model comprises five worksheets:

Figure B-1: Worksheet tabs for financial model of Water Infrastructure PPP Project
This Guide sheet explains the purpose of the tool and its main functions.
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Data sheet: summarizes the main characteristics (assumptions) of the build-operate-transfer
(BOT) project. A few easily identified assumptions can be determined and changed using this
sheet. The other key characteristics can be changed directly from the graph sheets.

Figure B-2: Data worksheet for financial model of Water Infrastructure PPP Project
Reimbursement of loan corresponds to the type of reimbursement of loan. Two types are
proposed:
P+I constant: A constant amount (including Reimbursement of Capital and Interest) is
paid at each term.
Linear: The same amount of capital is reimbursed at each term. The interest is
calculated from the non-reimbursed capital.
Duration of works can vary from 1 to 5 years. The user enters the duration of works and default
values for distribution of works are displayed. The user can modify the default values by using
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the scrolling bars. The percentage of the first year is calculated: 100% - sum (% year 2 to % year
5). If the % of year 1 equals to 0%, it is not possible to increase the % of the other years.
The fixed costs are paid during the operation period (after the construction period), they cover
personnel costs, administration costs, safety and security costs, yearly light maintenance costs
of water infrastructure and equipment, water infrastructure heavy maintenance costs (done
every three years).
The variable costs depend on the water usage, they corresponds to additional costs due to the
growth of water usage (operation personnel, maintenance of metering system, etc.)
Cash Flow Graph

Figure B-3: Cash Flow worksheet for financial model of Water Infrastructure PPP Project
The graph represents all concession company cash flows during the concession period. They are
classified by order of repayment priority: Operation costs > Taxes > Debt service > Dividends >
Shareholders account.
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The shareholder account represents a bank account controlled by the company shareholders
(fiscal restrictions generally limit the authorized distribution of dividends to the project net
income) to which the cash balance is transferred (or drawn from if negative) until it can be
distributed as dividends.
When the shareholders’ account is insufficient to service the debt, shareholders have to fill the
gap and this appears on the graph in the form of negative dividends.
Debt Graph

Figure B-4: Debt worksheet for financial model of Water Infrastructure PPP Project
This graph represents, on two different axes:
1) the yearly payment of principal and interest during the debt servicing period (grace
period + repayment period).
2) changes in the two main bank ratios over the repayment period: Annual Debt Service
Coverage Ratio (ADSCR) and Loan Life Coverage Ratio (LLCR). A definition of both ratios
is provided in Section 2.5.1.
Nominal interest rate (real interest rate + inflation rate) is used to calculate the annual interest
paid.
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Dividends Graph

Figure B-5: Dividends worksheet for financial model of Water Infrastructure PPP Project
This graph displays, on two different axes:
3) the equity mobilized by company shareholders during the construction period and the
dividends received by them during the concession period.
4) changes in the two main investment ratios over the concession: the financial Internal
Rate of Return (IRR) of the project and the Return on Equity (ROE).
Using the graphical tool, it can easily be verified that the IRR is independent from the financial
structure (subsidies, equity, credit conditions) while the ROE is directly influenced by financial
characteristics.
Project indicators / ratios

Figure B-6: Project Indicators for financial model of Water Infrastructure PPP Project
On each of the three graphs, five key project indicators / ratios are displayed.
•

Project IRR for the last year of concession in real terms,
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•

Equity IRR (or ROE) for the last year of concession in real terms,

•

Minimum LLCR,

•

Minimum ADSCR,

•

NPV of net financial contribution from government. The government may pay subsidies
during the construction period and recover taxes and VAT during the operation period.
The indicator shows the net present value and the financial balance for the government
throughout the concession period.

Assumption levers

Figure B-7: Key Parameters for financial model of Water Infrastructure PPP Project
Fourteen key project characteristics can be modified at any moment on each of the three
graphs which are automatically adjusted. Ranges of variations have been limited on purpose to
realistic values.
Although concession duration can be set at any figure between 7 and 100 years, results are
displayed on the graph for the first twenty years only.
The construction cost can vary from US$1 million to US$1 billion. This amount represents the
total cost over the years of construction period (1 to 5). The incremental steps are adjusted
accordingly, varying with the Construction cost. The Construction costs exclude VAT, but it is
indexed in inflation. The nominal construction cost for the year n will be calculated according to
the following formula:
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(𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡)𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑛

= (𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡)𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑛 × (1 + 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)

𝑛

Equation B.1

The fixed part of the operation is varying from US$0.1 million to US$1 billion per year.
Equity and subsidy rates can be adjusted by the user. The amount of debt is calculated by the
system to reach 100% of investment cost (Equity + Subsidy + Credit = 100%).
Interest rate is a real rate (excluding inflation). It is varying from 0% to 25%. Nominal rate (used
to calculate Financial interests) = Real rate + Inflation rate.
Grace period is the period during which repayment of the principal is deferred. The grace
period is adjusted according to the duration of works (construction period). Grace period must
be superior or equal to Duration of works.
Repayment period is the period of reimbursement of capital. Concession duration must be
superior to Grace period + Repayment period.
Initial daily water usage corresponds to the daily water usage of the first year of operation.
Water usage growth is used to estimate the water usage forecasts during the period of the
project. The increment of the water usage growth is 0.1%.
Bill rate is corresponding to the average water usage paid by user the first year of operation.
For later years, the rate is adjusted with the inflation rate. This initial revenue is the amount of
revenue generated by the project in the first year of operation; it equals the initial water usage
multiplied by the initial bill rate.
Inflation rate is used to estimate the forecasts of revenues and operating costs, and to
calculate the real rates of financial indicators.
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Corporate tax rate corresponds essentially to the corporate tax paid by the concessionaire. This
rate is applied to Earning before Taxes (Revenues - Operating costs - Amortization - Financial
costs).
VAT rate is used to calculate the value-added tax paid annually to the State by the private
partner from project revenues. The Model assumes that no water users can reclaim VAT on
fees.
Comments
Comments are displayed by the system to alert the user to unrealistic or impossible entries for
project characteristics. For example, if the concession period is set at a value less than the sum
of the repayment period and the grace period, a message is displayed to alert the user. The
system simultaneously corrects one of the three parameters to secure their coherence. Similar
features exist for the financing structure (Equity + Subsidies + Debt = 100%).
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APPENDIX C.

USER GUIDE FOR FINANCIAL MODEL OF WASTEWATER
INFRASTRUCTURE PPP PROJECTS
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Graphical Model for Financial Simulation of Wastewater Infrastructure PPP Projects
User Guide
The graphic simulation tool has been developed to familiarize the user with the basics of
financial simulations for a wastewater treatment PPP project. It aims to represent the main
financial features of a project company in graphic form and their sensitivity to a range of key
assumptions. When the assumptions are changed, the graphs change accordingly.
It should be noted that this very simple model has been built for educational purposes
only and cannot be used for real, quantified estimations on a particular project. Public
authorities would need to apply more developed models available with experienced financial
practitioners in order to analyze potential PPP projects during project preparation and
transaction.
•

This Tool was built using only one currency (USD). Thus, exchange rate issues are not
considered.

•

It was also built on an annual basis, which means that all the figures are calculated for
each year of the concession period.

•

Nominal interest rate (real interest rate + inflation rate) is used to calculate interest.

•

The construction period is variable from 1 to 5 years.
The graphical model comprises five worksheets:

Figure C-1: Worksheet tabs for financial model of Wastewater Infrastructure PPP Project
This Guide sheet explains the purpose of the tool and its main functions.
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Data sheet: summarizes the main characteristics (assumptions) of the build-operate-transfer
(BOT) project. A few easily identified assumptions can be determined and changed using this
sheet. The other key characteristics can be changed directly from the graph sheets.

Figure C-2: Data worksheet for financial model of Wastewater Infrastructure PPP Project
Reimbursement of loan corresponds to the type of reimbursement of loan. Two types are
proposed:
P+I constant: A constant amount (including Reimbursement of Capital and Interest) is
paid at each term.
Linear: The same amount of capital is reimbursed at each term. The interest is
calculated from the non-reimbursed capital.
Duration of works can vary from 1 to 5 years. The user enters the duration of works and default
values for distribution of works are displayed. The user can modify the default values by using
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the scrolling bars. The percentage of the first year is calculated: 100% - sum (% year 2 to % year
5). If the % of year 1 equals to 0%, it is not possible to increase the % of the other years.
The fixed costs are paid during the operation period (after the construction period), they cover
personnel costs, administration costs, safety and security costs, yearly light maintenance costs
of wastewater infrastructure and equipment, wastewater infrastructure heavy maintenance
costs (done every three years).
The variable costs depend on the wastewater discharge, they corresponds to additional costs
due to the growth of wastewater discharge (operation personnel, maintenance of metering
system, etc.)
Cash Flow Graph

Figure C-3: Cash Flow worksheet for financial model of Wastewater Infrastructure PPP Project
The graph represents all concession company cash flows during the concession period. They are
classified by order of repayment priority: Operation costs > Taxes > Debt service > Dividends >
Shareholders account.
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The shareholder account represents a bank account controlled by the company shareholders
(fiscal restrictions generally limit the authorized distribution of dividends to the project net
income) to which the cash balance is transferred (or drawn from if negative) until it can be
distributed as dividends.
When the shareholders’ account is insufficient to service the debt, shareholders have to fill the
gap and this appears on the graph in the form of negative dividends.
Debt Graph

Figure C-4: Debt worksheet for financial model of Wastewater Infrastructure PPP Project
This graph represents, on two different axes:
3) the yearly payment of principal and interest during the debt servicing period (grace
period + repayment period).
4) changes in the two main bank ratios over the repayment period: Annual Debt Service
Coverage Ratio (ADSCR) and Loan Life Coverage Ratio (LLCR). A definition of both ratios
is provided in Section 2.5.1.
Nominal interest rate (real interest rate + inflation rate) is used to calculate the annual interest
paid.
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Dividends Graph

Figure C-5: Dividends worksheet for financial model of Wastewater Infrastructure PPP Project
This graph displays, on two different axes:
5) the equity mobilized by company shareholders during the construction period and the
dividends received by them during the concession period.
6) changes in the two main investment ratios over the concession: the financial Internal
Rate of Return (IRR) of the project and the Return on Equity (ROE).
Using the graphical tool, it can easily be verified that the IRR is independent from the financial
structure (subsidies, equity, credit conditions) while the ROE is directly influenced by financial
characteristics.
Project indicators / ratios

Figure C-6: Project Indicators for financial model of Wastewater Infrastructure PPP Project
On each of the three graphs, five key project indicators / ratios are displayed.
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•

Project IRR for the last year of concession in real terms,

•

Equity IRR (or ROE) for the last year of concession in real terms,

•

Minimum LLCR,

•

Minimum ADSCR,

•

NPV of net financial contribution from government. The government may pay subsidies
during the construction period and recover taxes and VAT during the operation period.
The indicator shows the net present value and the financial balance for the government
throughout the concession period.

Assumption levers

Figure C-7: Key Parameters for financial model of Wastewater Infrastructure PPP Project
Fourteen key project characteristics can be modified at any moment on each of the three
graphs which are automatically adjusted. Ranges of variations have been limited on purpose to
realistic values.
Although concession duration can be set at any figure between 7 and 100 years, results are
displayed on the graph for the first twenty years only.
The construction cost can vary from US$1 million to US$1 billion. This amount represents the
total cost over the years of construction period (1 to 5). The incremental steps are adjusted
accordingly, varying with the Construction cost. The Construction costs exclude VAT, but it is
indexed in inflation. The nominal construction cost for the year n will be calculated according to
the following formula:
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(𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡)𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑛

= (𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡)𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑛 × (1 + 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)

𝑛

Equation C.1

The fixed part of the operation is varying from US$0.1 million to US$1 billion per year.
Equity and subsidy rates can be adjusted by the user. The amount of debt is calculated by the
system to reach 100% of investment cost (Equity + Subsidy + Credit = 100%).
Interest rate is a real rate (excluding inflation). It is varying from 0% to 25%. Nominal rate (used
to calculate Financial interests) = Real rate + Inflation rate.
Grace period is the period during which repayment of the principal is deferred. The grace
period is adjusted according to the duration of works (construction period). Grace period must
be superior or equal to Duration of works.
Repayment period is the period of reimbursement of capital. Concession duration must be
superior to Grace period + Repayment period.
Initial daily wastewater discharge corresponds to the daily wastewater discharge of the first
year of operation.
Wastewater discharge growth is used to estimate the wastewater discharge forecasts during
the period of the project. The increment of the wastewater discharge growth is 0.1%.
Bill rate is corresponding to the average wastewater discharge paid by user the first year of
operation. For later years, the rate is adjusted with the inflation rate. This initial revenue is the
amount of revenue generated by the project in the first year of operation; it equals the initial
wastewater discharge multiplied by the initial bill rate.
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Inflation rate is used to estimate the forecasts of revenues and operating costs, and to
calculate the real rates of financial indicators.
Corporate tax rate corresponds essentially to the corporate tax paid by the concessionaire. This
rate is applied to Earning before Taxes (Revenues - Operating costs - Amortization - Financial
costs).
VAT rate is used to calculate the value-added tax paid annually to the State by the private
partner from project revenues. The Model assumes that no wastewater discharge users can
reclaim VAT on fees.
Comments
Comments are displayed by the system to alert the user to unrealistic or impossible entries for
project characteristics. For example, if the concession period is set at a value less than the sum
of the repayment period and the grace period, a message is displayed to alert the user. The
system simultaneously corrects one of the three parameters to secure their coherence. Similar
features exist for the financing structure (Equity + Subsidies + Debt = 100%).
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APPENDIX D. SUMMARY OF PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS FOR FINANCIAL MODEL OF
CORINTH WATER TREATMENT PLANT AND GREENWOOD WASTEWATER TREATMENT
PLANT PPP PROJECTS
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Table D-1: Summary of Project Assumptions for financial model of Corinth Water Treatment
Plant PPP Project
Source of funds
5%a,c
20%a,c
75%b
2.0%
20 yearsc
4 yearsc
P+I constant

Investment Subsidies
Equity
Credit
Nominal interest rate
Repayment period
Grace period
Repayment of loan
Construction costs
Duration of works
1 year of construction
2nd year of construction
3rd year of construction
4th year of construction
Total construction costs
Amortization
Concession life

4 years
$1.94 Million
$5.82 Million
$9.70 Million
$1.94 Million
$19.4 Millionc
21 years
25 yearsc

st

Operation costs
$1.1 Million/dayc
0.0 per m3

Fixed part
Variable part
Water usage and fee

9,100 m3/dayc
0%c
$0.73/m3 c
$6,800/day

Initial water usage
Water usage growth
Bill rate
Initial daily revenue
Economic parameters

2.0%c
40.0%c
0.0%c
4.0%
6.08%

Inflation rate
Corporate tax rate
VAT rate
State discount rate (real terms)
State discount rate (nominal terms)

a. Key Parameters, Investment Subsidies and Equity, were set at 5 percent and 20 percent for one case scenario
example. Input values selected for these Key Parameters within the Cash Flow worksheet (Figure 4-2) are
automatically constructed to populate in the Data worksheet (Figure 4-1). This case scenario example is being
used in Section 4.1 to illustrate a practical PPP capital structure found during project financial assessment of Case
Study 1.
b. Credit, in units of percent of the total capital, is a Project Assumption that can be seen in the Data worksheet
(Figure 4-1) and is automatically configured to populate the corresponding numerical value with respect to any
variation input of Key Parameters, Investment Subsidies and Equity.
c. Key Parameters seen in Figure 3-2.
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Table D-2: Summary of Project Assumptions for financial model of Greenwood Wastewater
Treatment Plant PPP Project
Source of funds
10%a,c
25%a,c
65%b
2.0%
20 yearsc
4 yearsc
P+I constant

Investment Subsidies
Equity
Credit
Nominal interest rate
Repayment period
Grace period
Repayment of loan
Construction costs
Duration of works
1 year of construction
2nd year of construction
3rd year of construction
4th year of construction
Total construction costs
Amortization
Concession life

4 years
$3.90 Million
$11.7 Million
$19.5 Million
$3.90 Million
$39.0 Millionc
21 years
25 yearsc

st

Operation costs
$1.8 Million/dayc
0.0 per m3

Fixed part
Variable part

Wastewater discharge and fee
40,300 m3/dayc
0%c
$0.45/m3 c
$18,100/day

Initial wastewater discharge
Wastewater discharge growth
Bill rate
Initial daily revenue
Economic parameters

2.0%c
40.0%c
0.0%c
4.0%
6.08%

Inflation rate
Corporate tax rate
VAT rate
State discount rate (real terms)
State discount rate (nominal terms)

a. Key Parameters, Investment Subsidies and Equity, were set at 10 percent and 25 percent for 1 case scenario
example. Input values selected for these Key Parameters within the Cash Flow worksheet (Figure 4-7) are
automatically constructed to populate in the Data worksheet (Figure 4-6). This case scenario example is being
used in Section 4.2 to illustrate a practical PPP capital structure found during project financial assessment of Case
Study 2.
b. Credit, in units of percent of the total capital, is a Project Assumption that can be seen in the Data worksheet
(Figure 4-6) and is automatically configured to populate the corresponding numerical value with respect to any
variation input of Key Parameters, Investment Subsidies and Equity.
c. Key Parameters seen in Figure 3-3.
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APPENDIX E. CASE SCENARIOS FOR CORINTH WATER TREATMENT PLANT USING
FINANCIAL MODEL OF WATER INFRASTUCTURE PPP PROJECTS
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Table E-1: Trials 1-4 PPP analyses of concessionaire's investment input into the financial
model and the financial model's outputs of financial indicators for the City of Corinth Water
Treatment Plant Project. Figures in red and orange indicate that the project is not financially
viable.
Investment Input
Financial Indicators Output
Investment
Project Equity
Equity
Debt
ADSCR LLCR
PV
Subsidies
IRR
IRR
% of
% of
Total kUSD Total kUSD kUSD
%
%
kUSD
Capital
Capital
15
3,064
0
0
18,028
1.68
6.51
1.12 1.18 2,052
20
4,086
0
0
16,967
1.68
5.23
1.18 1.25 2,099
25
5,107
0
0
15,907
1.68
4.20
1.26 1.33 2,145
30
6,128
0
0
14,846
1.68
3.43
1.34 1.42 2,192
35
7,150
0
0
13,786
1.68
2.84
1.43 1.52 2,239
40
8,171
0
0
12,726
1.68
2.39
1.54 1.64 2,285
15
3,064
5
1,021 16,967
1.68
7.37
1.17 1.23 1,392
20
4,086
5
1,021 15,907
1.68
5.87
1.24 1.31 1,438
25
5,107
5
1,021 14,846
1.68
4.71
1.32 1.40 1,485
30
6,128
5
1,021 13,786
1.68
3.86
1.41 1.50 1,532
35
7,150
5
1,021 12,726
1.68
3.23
1.52 1.62 1,578
40
8,171
5
1,021 11,665
1.68
2.73
1.65 1.76 1,625
15
3,064
10
2,043 15,907
1.68
8.23
1.22 1.30 731
20
4,086
10
2,043 14,846
1.68
6.50
1.30 1.38 778
25
5,107
10
2,043 13,786
1.68
5.22
1.39 1.48 824
30
6,128
10
2,043 12,726
1.68
4.30
1.50 1.60 871
35
7,150
10
2,043 11,665
1.68
3.61
1.62 1.74 918
40
8,171
10
2,043 10,605
1.68
3.07
1.77 1.91 965
15
3,064
15
3,064 14,846
1.68
9.08
1.28 1.37
71
20
4,086
15
3,064 13,786
1.68
7.11
1.37 1.46 117
25
5,107
15
3,064 12,726
1.68
5.73
1.48 1.58 164
30
6,128
15
3,064 11,665
1.68
4.74
1.60 1.72 211
35
7,150
15
3,064 10,605
1.68
4.00
1.75 1.88 257
40
8,171
15
3,064 9,544
1.68
3.42
1.93 2.08 304
1. The highlighted yellow row seen in Table E-1 summarizes the Key Parameters and Project Indicators of the
case scenario for Case Study 1 described in Section 4.1.
2. The values listed in red font indicate an ADSCR ratio of 1.20 or less. See further discussion about the ADSCR
ratio in Section 2.5.1.
3. The values listed in orange font indicate an Equity IRR (or ROE) of less than 5.00 percent.
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Table E-2: Trials 5-8 PPP analyses of concessionaire's investment input into the financial
model and the financial model's outputs of financial indicators for the City of Corinth Water
Treatment Plant Project. Figures in plum and orange indicate that the project is not financially
viable.
Investment Input
Financial Indicators Output
Investment
Project Equity
Equity
Debt
ADSCR LLCR
PV
Subsidies
IRR
IRR
% of
% of
Total kUSD Total kUSD kUSD
%
%
kUSD
Capital
Capital
15
3,064
20
4,086 13,786
1.68
9.90
1.35 1.45 -590
20
4,086
20
4,086 12,726
1.68
7.72
1.46 1.56 -543
25
5,107
20
4,086 11,665
1.68
6.24
1.58 1.69 -496
30
6,128
20
4,086 10,605
1.68
5.18
1.72 1.86 -450
35
7,150
20
4,086 9,544
1.68
4.39
1.90 2.05 -403
40
8,171
20
4,086 8,484
1.68
3.76
2.13 2.30 -356
15
3,064
25
5,107 12,726
1.68
10.71
1.44 1.54 -1,250
20
4,086
25
5,107 11,665
1.68
8.33
1.56 1.67 -1,204
25
5,107
25
5,107 10,605
1.68
6.75
1.70 1.83 -1,157
30
6,128
25
5,107 9,544
1.68
5.62
1.88 2.03 -1,110
35
7,150
25
5,107 8,484
1.68
4.77
2.09 2.27 -1,064
40
8,171
25
5,107 7,423
1.68
4.10
2.38 2.58 -1,017
15
3,064
30
6,128 11,665
1.68
11.48
1.53 1.65 -1,911
20
4,086
30
6,128 10,605
1.68
8.95
1.67 1.81 -1,864
25
5,107
30
6,128 9,544
1.68
7.27
1.85 2.00 -1,817
30
6,128
30
6,128 8,484
1.68
6.06
2.06 2.24 -1,771
35
7,150
30
6,128 7,423
1.68
5.16
2.34 2.55 -1,724
40
8,171
30
6,128 6,363
1.68
4.45
2.71 2.96 -1,677
15
3,064
35
7,150 10,605
1.68
12.25
1.65 1.78 -2,571
20
4,086
35
7,150 9,544
1.68
9.56
1.82 1.97 -2,525
25
5,107
35
7,150 8,484
1.68
7.78
2.03 2.21 -2,478
30
6,128
35
7,150 7,423
1.68
6.50
2.31 2.51 -2,431
35
7,150
35
7,150 6,363
1.68
5.54
2.67 2.92 -2,384
40
8,171
35
7,150 5,302
1.68
4.79
3.18 3.49 -2,338
1. The values listed in plum font indicate a PV equal to or less than zero. See further discussion about the PV of
capital for the government in Section 2.5.1.
2. The values listed in orange font indicate an Equity IRR (or ROE) of less than 5.00 percent.
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Table E-3: Supplement Trials 1-4 of PPP analyses of concessionaire's investment input into the
financial model and the financial model's outputs of financial indicators for the City of Corinth
Water Treatment Plant Project. Figures in red and orange indicate that the project is not
financially viable.
Investment Input
Financial Indicators Output
Investment
Project Equity
Equity
Debt
ADSCR LLCR
PV
Subsidies
IRR
IRR
% of
% of
Total kUSD Total kUSD kUSD
%
%
kUSD
Capital
Capital
15
3,064
0
0
18,028
1.68
6.51
1.12 1.18 2,052
20
4,086
0
0
16,967
1.68
5.23
1.18 1.25 2,099
25
5,107
0
0
15,907
1.68
4.20
1.26 1.33 2,145
30
6,128
0
0
14,846
1.68
3.43
1.34 1.42 2,192
35
7,150
0
0
13,786
1.68
2.84
1.43 1.52 2,239
40
8,171
0
0
12,726
1.68
2.39
1.54 1.64 2,285
19
3,881
3
613 16,543
1.68
5.87
1.20 1.27 1,693
20
4,086
3
613 16,331
1.68
5.62
1.22 1.29 1,702
21
4,290
3
613 16,119
1.68
5.37
1.23 1.30 1,712
22
4,494
3
613 15,907
1.68
5.13
1.25 1.32 1,721
23
4,698
3
613 15,695
1.68
4.91
1.26 1.33 1,730
18
3,677
4
817 16,543
1.68
6.29
1.20 1.27 1,552
19
3,881
4
817 16,331
1.68
6.01
1.21 1.28 1,561
20
4,086
4
817 16,119
1.68
5.74
1.23 1.30 1,570
21
4,290
4
817 15,907
1.68
5.49
1.24 1.31 1,580
22
4,494
4
817 15,695
1.68
5.25
1.26 1.33 1,589
23
4,698
4
817 15,483
1.68
5.02
1.27 1.35 1,598
24
4,903
4
817 15,271
1.68
4.81
1.29 1.37 1,608
15
3,064
5
1,021 16,967
1.68
7.37
1.17 1.23 1,392
16
3,268
5
1,021 16,755
1.68
7.04
1.18 1.25 1,401
17
3,473
5
1,021 16,543
1.68
6.73
1.20 1.26 1,410
18
3,677
5
1,021 16,331
1.68
6.43
1.21 1.28 1,420
19
3,881
5
1,021 16,119
1.68
6.14
1.22 1.30 1,429
20
4,086
5
1,021 15,907
1.68
5.87
1.24 1.31 1,438
1. The highlighted yellow row seen in Table E-3 summarizes the Key Parameters and Project Indicators of the
case scenario for Case Study 1 described in Section 4.1.
2. The values listed in red font indicate an ADSCR ratio of 1.20 or less. See further discussion about the ADSCR
ratio in Section 2.5.1.
3. The values listed in orange font indicate an Equity IRR (or ROE) of less than 5.00 percent.
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APPENDIX F. CASE SCENARIOS FOR GREENWOOD WASTEWATER TREATMENT
PLANT USING FINANCIAL MODEL OF WASTEWATER INFRASTRUCTURE PPP PROJECTS
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Table F-1: Trials 1-4 PPP analyses of concessionaire's investment input into the financial
model and the financial model's outputs of financial indicators for the City of Greenwood
Wastewater Treatment Plant Project.
Investment Input
Financial Indicators Output
Investment
Project Equity
Equity
Debt
ADSCR LLCR
PV
Subsidies
IRR
IRR
% of
% of
Total
kUSD
Total kUSD kUSD
%
%
kUSD
Capital
Capital
15
6,160
0
0
36,241
6.00
20.54
1.65 1.78 13,392
20
8,213
0
0
34,110
6.00
16.58
1.74 1.89 13,486
25
10,266
0
0
31,978
6.00
13.87
1.85 2.01 13,580
30
12,320
0
0
29,846
6.00
11.91
1.97 2.15 13,674
35
14,373
0
0
27,714
6.00
10.42
2.12 2.31 13,768
40
16,426
0
0
25,582
6.00
9.23
2.28 2.50 13,862
15
6,160
5
2,053 34,110
6.00
21.23
1.73 1.87 12,065
20
8,213
5
2,053 31,978
6.00
17.11
1.83 1.99 12,159
25
10,266
5
2,053 29,846
6.00
14.32
1.96 2.13 12,252
30
12,320
5
2,053 27,714
6.00
12.31
2.10 2.29 12,346
35
14,373
5
2,053 25,582
6.00
10.77
2.26 2.47 12,440
40
16,426
5
2,053 23,450
6.00
9.55
2.46 2.69 12,534
15
6,160
10
4,107 31,978
6.00
21.91
1.82 1.98 10,737
20
8,213
10
4,107 29,846
6.00
17.64
1.94 2.11 10,831
25
10,266
10
4,107 27,714
6.00
14.77
2.08 2.27 10,925
30
12,320
10
4,107 25,582
6.00
12.70
2.24 2.45 11,019
35
14,373
10
4,107 23,450
6.00
11.11
2.44 2.67 11,112
40
16,426
10
4,107 21,319
6.00
9.86
2.67 2.93 11,206
15
6,160
15
6,160 29,846
6.00
22.57
1.92 2.10 9,409
20
8,213
15
6,160 27,714
6.00
18.17
2.06 2.25 9,503
25
10,266
15
6,160 25,582
6.00
15.22
2.22 2.43 9,597
30
12,320
15
6,160 23,450
6.00
13.09
2.41 2.65 9,691
35
14,373
15
6,160 21,319
6.00
11.46
2.64 2.90 9,785
40
16,426
15
6,160 19,187
6.00
10.17
2.92 3.22 9,879
1. The highlighted yellow row seen in Table F-1 summarizes the Key Parameters and Project Indicators of the case
scenario for Case Study 2 described in Section 4.2.
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Table F-2: Trials 5-8 PPP analyses of concessionaire's investment input into the financial
model and the financial model's outputs of financial indicators for the City of Greenwood
Wastewater Treatment Plant Project.
Investment Input
Financial Indicators Output
Investment
Project Equity
Equity
Debt
ADSCR LLCR
PV
Subsidies
IRR
IRR
% of
% of
Total
kUSD
Total
kUSD
kUSD
%
%
kUSD
Capital
Capital
15
6,160
20
8,213 27,714
6.00
23.22
2.04 2.23 8,081
20
8,213
20
8,213 25,582
6.00
18.69
2.20 2.41 8,175
25
10,266
20
8,213 23,450
6.00
15.66
2.39 2.62 8,269
30
12,320
20
8,213 21,319
6.00
13.47
2.62 2.88 8,363
35
14,373
20
8,213 19,187
6.00
11.80
2.90 3.19 8,457
40
16,426
20
8,213 17,055
6.00
10.48
3.24 3.58 8,551
15
6,160
25
10,266 25,582
6.00
23.86
2.18 2.39 6,754
20
8,213
25
10,266 23,450
6.00
19.21
2.37
2.6 6,848
25
10,266
25
10,266 21,319
6.00
16.11
2.59 2.85 6,941
30
12,320
25
10,266 19,187
6.00
13.86
2.87 3.16 7,035
35
14,373
25
10,266 17,055
6.00
12.15
3.21 3.55 7,129
40
16,426
25
10,266 14,923
6.00
10.79
3.65 4.05 7,223
15
6,160
30
12,320 23,450
6.00
24.50
2.35 2.58 5,426
20
8,213
30
12,320 21,319
6.00
19.73
2.57 2.83 5,520
25
10,266
30
12,320 19,187
6.00
16.55
2.84 3.14 5,614
30
12,320
30
12,320 17,055
6.00
14.25
3.18 3.52 5,708
35
14,373
30
12,320 14,923
6.00
12.49
3.62 4.01 5,801
40
16,426
30
12,320 12,791
6.00
11.10
4.20 4.67 5,895
15
6,160
35
14,373 21,319
6.00
25.13
2.54 2.80 4,098
20
8,213
35
14,373 19,187
6.00
20.25
2.81 3.11 4,192
25
10,266
35
14,373 17,055
6.00
16.99
3.15 3.49 4,286
30
12,320
35
14,373 14,923
6.00
14.63
3.58 3.97 4,380
35
14,373
35
14,373 12,791
6.00
12.83
4.16 4.62 4,474
40
16,426
35
14,373 10,659
6.00
11.41
4.97 5.53 4,568
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